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VACATIONING BROWNS — Phyllis and John Y. Brown 
Jr. are shown as they talked to reporters
 at a press con-
ference Sunday at Kentucky Dam Village. The Democratic 
gubernatorial nominee and his wife were at the dam
continuing the honeymoon they interrupted when he an
nounced his intention to run for governo
r. Brown said that
his campaign will not get into full swing until after the fancy far
m political picnic, scheduled for Aug. 4.
Start Pttoto Bs Matt Sanders
Campaign To Begin After Fancy Farm
Brown Promises 'New
Day In Kentucky Politics'
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Promising "a new day .in Kentucky
politics," John Y. Brown Jr. said
Sunday at a Kentucky Dam Village
press conference that he would conduct
a high-level campaigniEtrW address--
the issues.
Brown said that his campaign for
governor probably won't get into full
swing until after the Fancy Farm
political picnic, which is scheduled
Aug. 4.
Brown and 'his wife, former Miss
America Phyllis George, were at the
dam continuing the honeymoon they
interrupted after only 10 days of
marriage when he announced his in-
tention to run for governor.
Stressing that his party is united,
Brown said that all his major
Democratic rivals in last week's
primary have pledged their support, as
have President Carter and Sen.
Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts.
"We met Friday with the ticket, and
they're very enthusiastic," Brown said.
"I think Martha Layne (Coffins) will be
Republicans Go After John Y. Brown Jr.
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Welter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The
Democratic gubernatorial primary was
•such a departure from the norm that
Kentucky Republicans apparently also
have decided to rewrite the political
rulebook.
Instead of marking time during the
summer by quiet organization, the GOP
is going after Democratic nominee
John Y. Brown Jr. with hammer and
tongs.
The strategy was obvious the day
after the election last Tuesday when
televised Republican commercials
showed a cleaning woman looking
disgusted as she disposed of campaign
literature of Brown's four major losing
rivals.
There were kind words by the an-
nouncer for all the fallen Democrats
whose assets had been ignored by
voters, and then the cleaning woman
discovered something which made her
smile - a campaign button for former
Gov. Louie Nunn which she pinned on
herself.
Lee Nunn, brother of Louie Nunn,
confirmed Saturday that the GOP will
not take the customary summer
breather, but will campaign vigorously
through the November election.






WASHINGTON Al').,- The Federal
Election Coinmihion disclosed today it
is billing President Carter for $50,202.94
as a result of an audit of Carter's 1976
general election campaign.
The commission wants Carter to
repay $23,122,25 in "unqualified
campaign expenses," mostly ex-
penditures that the campaign com-
mittee could not prove to the FEC's
satisfaction were related to the election
effort.
The FEC also seeks reimbursement
for $27,080.69 in interest that the
campaign earned on deposits of nearly
$1.5 million that the telephone company
required it to put up. The audit report
said the Democratic National Com-
mittee had assumed liability for paying
the interest item. It was not clear who
would pay the unqualified-expense
item.
Today's audit report relates only to
Carter's general election campaign.
The FEC had earlier concluded an
audit of his primary campaign.
The general campaign was financed,
as was then-President Gerald Ford's,
completely with taxpayer money under
the law providing for public funding of
presidential elections.
Carter's 1776 election committee
reported receiving nearly $26 million
and spending all but $1,375.
There was no immediate comment
from the White House.
The FEC auditors expressed the
opinion that there was insufficient
documentation for $48,442.25 worth of
campaign expenditures, but the full,
siimember commission whittled that
down to less than half in requesting
payment.
However, the commission, divided
along party -lines, deadlocked 3-3 on
whether Carter should repay the rest of
the $48,000. The three Democrats voted
against repaying that part and the
three Republicans voted for it.
Regarding the entire $40,000, the
audit staff said:
"The documentation In support of the
expenditures ... does not disclose the
purpose of the expenditures in suf-
ficient detail to allow determination as
to whether the expenditures were made
to further the election of the candidate,
and consequently whether these ex-
penditures are qualified campaign
expenses" under public financing law.
Carter's campaign committee was
given 90 days from May 31 to pay the
$50,000. He also was given 30 days to
submit any "factual materials" which
would reduce the amount of repayment.
Rabies Clinics To Be Set
Up In Sections Of County
Rabies clinics will be set up in
various sections of Calloway County as
well as at the Calloway County Health
Department this week according to an
announcement made today by Barry
Grogan, environmentalist at the health
department
The clinics will begin Wednesday,
June 6 and will continue through
Friday, June 8. The annual clinics are
scheduled in cooperation with local
ieteAinirliiiii -ore li&Iffi-dtspieffnerg,
personnel. Kentucky law requires that
dogs and 'cats be vaccinated for fables,
according to Grogan.
The fee for the clinics will be $2.50 per
pet. All pet owners should take ad-
vantage of the clinics to make sure that
all pets are vaccinated, Grogan said.
The scheduled of clinics is:
Wednesday, June 6
- 9 a.m. Penny; 10 a.m. Stella; 11
a.m. Kirksey School; 1 p.m. Imes'
Store; 2 p.m. Dexter; 3 p.m. Valley
Drive-In; 4 p.m. East Y Grocery; 7
p.m. health department.
Thursday, June 7
- 9 a.m. Hazel School; 10 a.m.
Clayton's Store; 11 a.m. New
Providence; 1 p.m. Hamlin; 2 p.m. New
Friday. June 8
- 9 a.m Midway; 10 a.m Crossland;
11 a.m. Morton's Store; 1 p.m. Sinking
Spring Church; 2 p.m. Lynn Grove; 3
p.m. Brown's Grove; 4 p.m. Coldwater;
7 p.m. health department.
party's state chairman during his
brother's successful primary. Now he
can openly use his considerable talents
in trying to puncture the Brown
phenomenon which vaulted the
multimillionaire to victory only two
months after he announced.
So far two major contentions by the
GOP appear to have emerged:
One is that Brown bought the
Democratic triumph by pouring mom)
than 16 million-into it in a compressed
period.
Of course, this also would have been a
predictable assertion had Terry
McBrayer, the administration-
endorsed Democrat, won the primary.
McBrayer may have spent more than
Brown when all the financial
statements are finally tallied, but over
a longer period.
The second theme will center on
Brown's alleged gambling activities, a
point already raised by Louie Nunn and
used in seeming desperation toward the
end of the Democratic race by
McBrayer.
Nunn Saturday characterized Brown
as a "millionaire playboy, a high roller
gambler of the Las Vegas variety."
Brown seems ready for the assault,
and his response probably will be the
same as when McBrayer and Gov.
Julian Carroll raised the issue - that
his gambling has been of the playful
variety and largely in his younger days.
But tie entire Republican approach
poses èlestions about its effect. Such
as:
entucky voters so tired of the
se oftions Democratic primary that
, feel they need a rest from more
awl countercharges?
If the "money politics" and "high roll
gambler" allegations did not yield
fruitful results for Brown's Democratic
foes, is there any reason to believe the
Nunns will be more-successful?
On the other hand:
Do Kentuckians, who live under laws
prohibiting most forms of gambling,
want an executive guiding their lives
whose ties with gambling may be more
significant than he has indicated?
Are Kentuckians still dazzled and
pleased by the touch of glamour that
Brown and his wife Phyllis offer, or is
the fun over now that they have time to
think of what they did in the
Democratic primary?
It's a good guess that the Nunns are
banking on voter afterthoughts about
the last two questions.
10th Arts And Crafts
Festival Set For LBL
GOLDEN POND - The tenth annual
Arts and Crafts Festival at TVA's Land
Between Thg Lakes (LBL) will be in the
Environmental Education Center June
16 and 17. A selected 250 exhibitors will
participate.
Over $900 in prizes will be awarded to
exhibitors who must display original
works of _art, such as paintings, glass.
textiles, sculpture, leather, wood-
carving, pottery, and photography.
According to LBL officials and the
Murray Art Guild, cosponsors of the
event, no manufactured goods, .copies
of paintings, or anything made totally
from manufactured parts will be ac-
cepted. Traditional patterns=s1 t be
acknowledged and original • tings
must accompany reproduced prints.
Applications are screened by the
Murray Art Guild and notices of ten-
tative acceptance will be sent to those
who meet the exhibitor guidelines. Any
exhibitor may be refused at the show
site if .his booth or exhibit items are not
in accordance with show rules.
Juried sections include, two-
dimensional paintings of any medium
and a crafts section. There will be PM
awarded in each section with first place
receiving $150; two second places, $75
each; and two third ialsoes, $50 each
Each section will also receive three
honorable mention ribbons.
A special banner contest will also be
Concord School; 3 p.m. Bonner's Part of the competition this year,with a
(iijm• DomisateaLeiAbry-Tir---fizietz lwue-cf;:nolieeeed
p.m. Faxon School; 7 p.m. health $25; and third place, $15. There will also
department. be a best booth contest with one first
place prize of $50.
The Devils Elbow Fiddlers' Cham-
pionships will be Saturday, June 1.6,
during the festival. The event is being
sponsored by the Jonathan-Aurora
Action Committee and
Over $400 in cash--prizes will be
awarded to winners in the senior fid-
dler, junior fiddler, banjo, and
bluegrass band categories.
Registration for the event will begin at
10 a.m. in the Environmental
Education Center in LBL. The contest
begins at noon and continues through 5
p.m.
For additional information contact
Arts and Crafts Festival, TVA-Land
Between The Lakes, Golden Pond,
Kentucky 42231, telephone (502) 924-
5602, extension 221; or Murray Art
Guild, 103 North Sixth Street, Murray,
















Sunny and mild this afternoon.
.Highs tiugurx 70'1. to low 80's.
Mostly clear tonieht. tOwslrirni.
upper 50's to low 60's. Mostly
sunny again Tuesday. Highs in
the low to mid 80's.
Winds light and variable this
afternoon and tonight.
a great asset to the ticket." Mrs. Collins
is the nominee for lieutenant governor.
"The Democratic Party is more
united now than ever before," Brown
said. "A good hard-fought primary
rejuvenates the party. We'll have a
stronger party than we've had in
years," he continued. .w
Brown termed allegation8 by
Republican nominee Louie Nunn and
other GOP leaders that he is a "high.
stakes gambler" as "sick politics." He
said, "I'll just let all the politicians sink
in their own mudslinging because our
campaign has got more to offer to the
people of Kentucky than a lot of
baseless accusations.
"I'd like to see Louie and all his
hatchet men just bury themselves by
the time we get into the campaign,"
Brown said. "It looks to me like that's
what they're going to be doing. The
people of Kentucky don't have any
respect for the mudslinging and trying
to affront someone's reputation.
"lit's (Nunn) running that old-style
politics," Brown continued. "It's Nunn
rerun is what it is."
Brown did, however, brigtfly indulge
in a bit of mudslinging of his own when
he alluded to Nunn's involvement in the
Nita Beard-ITT scandal of several
years ago. "I would like to know what
happened to the $100,000 in the Nita
Beard hearing that he (Nunn ) was
implicated in," Brown said. "Sen.
Kennedy called me Friday to give me
the background on that."
Kennedy was a member of the Senate
committee which investigated the
International Telephone and Telegraph
affair.
Brown also discounted the impact of
former Gov. A. B. (Happy) Chandler's
recent endorsement of Nunn by saying .
that "the Republicans have made
something big out of something that no
one really cares about."
The Democratic gubernatorial
nominee said he does not plan to spend
any of his own money in his general
election campaign. He also said that he
plans to spend less that Nunn will spend
for November.
Brown said that the major ac-
complishment of his administration, if
elected, would be to eliminate
"machine politics." He also indicated
that he is interested in legislation to
remove the potential of conflict of in-
terest from state government.
On other matters, Brown said that he
would honor tourism-related com-
mitments made by current Gov. Julian
Carroll if the money is available.
He also expressed an interest in a
limited professional negotiations bill
which would permit teachers to appear
before their boards of education once a
year and discuss issues of concern to
them. Pointing out that he did not term
this as collective bargaining, Brown
stressed that he would only favor a bill
which' included a "no-strike" clause.
Truck Stops Shut
Down Or Blockaded
To Protest Fuel Costs
By The Associated Press
Arlli rowing threats of a nationwide
truckers rike, some truck stops were
blockaded today and some others shut
down voluntarily as a convoy of big rigs
rolled toward Washington to protest
fuel prices.
A convoy of 10 to 15 trucks, led by
driver Robert Somers of Colorado, left
FrederidOlTd., for a protest drive into
the nation's capital.
" Jim Archer, president of the Colorado
Independent Truckers Association,
which is supporting the shutdown, said,
"Those drivers who are out on the road
have until midnight Wednesday to get
home.
"If they're about to leave now, they
better think twice about it, because
we're going to try to get as many truck
stops as possible to go along with us this
time."
Archer said the truckers want
guaranteed 100 percent fuel allocation,
equalization of weight limits
throughout the nation and fuel prices
rolled back and frozen.
Elsewhere, all major truck stops
were reported closed in Oklahoma City
and Tulsa, Okla. - either voluntarily or
involuntarily - as independent
truckers attempted to put the brakes to
truck traffic.
' About 20 tractor-trailer rigs con-
tinued to block the pumps at a truck
stop in Newport, Ark.
"We might be here two days, two
weeks or two months," said Henry
Douglas, 43, of Tuckerman, Ark., "We
can't leave. We don't have the money to
buy fuel. When you're out of mtney and
out of fuel, you're in trouble."
CHARITY BALL -- Couples were entertained Saturday night at the annual
Chtrity Ball, held at the Murray-Calloway County Country Club. Pictured ,
are (from left, clockwise) Airs. jimmy Dale Clopton, Cecil Farris, Mrs. Farr
is
and Dr. and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson.









medalist in the championship
flight for the ladies day golf
held Monday, May 30, at 9:330
a.m. at the Oaks Country
Club.
Winner of the first flight was
Burlene Brewer. Marilyn
Herndon was winner of the
second flight. Low putts went
to Mary Bogard, according to
Mrs. Caldwell, golf hostess.
The women will play golf on
Wednesday, June 6, with
pairings to be made at the tee
at 9:30 a.m. .
Bridge will also be played at
the club at 9:30 a.m. on
Wednesday morning.
The male mosquito does not
bite humans. It is only the fe-
male mosquito that bites and
leaves those itchy .htimps. The




Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
Since you've already hac
gallbladder studies and you:
stomach has been examine:
and all the other procedure,
your doctor can be fairl,
confident that you don '
have any anatomical nines-
or something' that woul
show up in that marine,
That's -.why he decided yt
had a spastic colon.
I am sending you Th,
Health Letter number 2-1
Irritable Or Spastic -Colo:
And Constipation. It wi.
give you a great deal
information about diet an,
methods of training you:
colon so you will have les-
difficulties. Other reader-
who want this issue can see,
50 . cents with -a Joni.:
stamped, self-addressed er
velope for it. Send you
request to me in cate of Oil
newspaper, .12,0,---8ox 1541
Radio City Station, Ne‘,
York. NY 10019.
People who have irritabl,
or spastic colon do not nece,
sarily have constipation.
overactive bowel or on,
that's in spasm can prodie,
frequent small movement,
not to mention the pan,
distension and the °the,
problems) sortie of whic
you have described.
You probably should_ ;
crease the bulk in your tie-
by adding whole wrap
cereals and bran. This m,
be a little bit of a ̀proble:
during the first three week:
but if you get through thii.
phase of it and get off th,
white bread, sugars and re-
fined flours and foods mad,
with them, it might impro‘
your digestive functions
great deal.
The coffee habit is particu
lady troublesome for sone
people with overactii;
bowels. I think you probabI:,
should stop coffee entirei
including the decaffeinate:
variety.eThe caffeine is
tating to the colon and
some people the oils tha:
produce the flavor in the
coffee are irritating. An-
other frequent problem for
adults is intolerance to milk
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a 35-year-old female. About
seven months ago I went to a
gastroenterologist because I
was having trouble with my
stomach and bowels. I had
several tests which included
an upper GI, gallbladder
examination and gastros-
copic examination, ultra
sound, a barrium enema and
a sigmoidoscopy. All of
these were normal so my
doctor said I had a spastic
colon. He put me on Librax
three times a day.
This _lasted about three
months before I started feel-
ing better. Now I have the
problevn again. I feel so sick.
I thoitt maybe there was a
special diet or foods Istiould
not eat. My symptoms are
trequent bowel movements
which • are loose, nausea,-
pain in the back and some-
times a hollow feeling in my
Christian Women's
ClubTo Meet Tuesday
The Murray Christian Women's Club luncheon will be heldTuesday, June 5, at12 ;AO p.m. at the Holiday Inn. .
This month's special feature will be a -bridal review."Bridal gowns from the past to the present will be featured.Mrs. Sherry Goodwin of Clinton will be the speaker. Shewill also be the soloist with her husband, Ron Goodwin, as heraccompanist.
All ladies are invited to attend the luncheon, but reser-vations are necessary. They may be made by calling LoisGreen at 759-4635 or Becky Jo Jones at 753-3215 by Monday,June 4. The cost of the luncheon will be 84.00.
A nursery is provided for pre-school children at theMemorial Baptist Church. Reservations are also essentialfor the nursery,
"we are pleased to an-
nounce that Kathy
Lovett. 1a-1de-elect of
Kenny Erwin has selec-
ted her china from our
complete bridal registry.
Kathy and Kenny will
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stomach. I had a very sour
taste in my mouth. Other-
wise. I'm a very healthy
person — very energetic and
not used to feeling like this
so I'm pretty disgusted. I
don't know where to go from
here and I thought maybe
you could help give me some
answers on spastic colon.
DEAR READER — Many
people who write to me now
talk about their medical ex-
aminations and refer to hav-
ing an upper or lower GI.
For some of my readers who
may not bt familiar with
that terminology, that
means an X-ray, examina-
tion of the upper gastrointes-
tinal tract which includes
the esophagus, stomach and
duodenum. A lower GI re-
fers to an X-ray examination
with a barium enema of the
lower gastrointestinal tract,
which usually means the
colon and perhaps the very




Betty Jo Purdom was the
winner in the championship
flight of the ladies day golf
held Wednesday, May 30, at
the Murray Country Club.
Rowena Cullom was golf
hostess.
In the first flight Sue
Costello and Toni Hopson tied
for the winner's place.
Euldene Robinson was winner
In the second flight and Judy
Muehleman in the third flight.
Low putts went to Dorothy
Eike.
The 12th Annual Ladies'
George Hart Invitational Golf
Tournament will be held
Wednesday, June 6, at the club
with Betty Stewart and Jane
Fitch as chairmen. Tee off
time will be at 9 a..m. Pairings
will be released later.
Mrs. Keith Branson Is
Feted, Bridal Events
Mrs. Keith Branson, nee
Kathie Broach, was honored
with several events prior to
her recent wedding.
Mrs. Graham Feltner
opened her home for a bridal
party with Mrs. Herman
Darnell as cohostess. For the
party the honoree wore an
olive green skirt with a
matching gauze blouse.
Gifts were opened and each
guest presented the honorees
with their favorite recipe for
her collection. Hot spiced tea
and cake were served from a
table overlaid with white lace
and centered with a lovely
dried flower arrangement.
An afternoon tea was held at
the community room of the
Peoples Bank with Mesdames
Jerry Falwell, Douglas
Tucker, Charles B. Stark, Ray
Rhoades, Sherwood Potts,
Carmon Parks, Bennie
Jackson, J. R. Smith, Ralph
Darnell, Jimmy Wilson, Cody
Adams, Rex Smith, Lubie
McDaniel, and Larry Sims as
hostesses.
Receiving the guests were
the honoree, her mother, Mrs.
Ray T. Broach, mother of the
groom-elect, Mrs. Rob Wilson,
and grandmother of the
groom-elect, Mrs. Lee Bit-
trtun Peal.
For the occasion the
honoree chose a selection
from her trousseau, a white
linen suit with a rose silk
blouse, and was com-
plimented with a gift corsage
of spring flowers. Her mother
and mother-in-law to be were
also presented with corsages
The hostesses also
presented the honoree with a
covered butter dish and
serving pieces of dirilyte of
the brides selection
The refreshment table was
centered with spring flowers
arranged in a silver wine
cooler with silver candelabra
on each side. Fresh Hawaiian
pineapple adorned 'with tasty
hors d'oeuvres, assorted open
face sandwiches, cheese ball,
fresh fruit, and pastries were
served with punch and coffee
from silver appointments.




shower was given at the
Federal Savings and Loan
Community Rm..
She chose to wear a spring
outfit from her trousseau of
green and white pin stripped
Miller-Welch Vows
Planned In August
Ihss Vanessa Karen Miller
Mrs. Lois Miller and Luke Roger Miller of Henderson
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Vanessa Karen, to Mark Edward Welch, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Edward Welch of Fulton. „
The bride-elect received her B. S. degree in speech and
hearing therapy from Murray State University in 1978. She
will complete a Master's degree in communications in
August. She is currently employed at The Place.
The groom-elect received his B. S. in radio-television from
Murray State University. He is presently employed as
Production Coordinator for WKMS-FM at MSU.
Wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 11, at 6
p.m. at the First United Methodist Church, Murray. A
reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.









You get french fries, cole slawf
hush puppies and






skirt with white rope tie belt „
and matching green blouse.
The honoree and her mother
were both preserted with
corsages of carnatIons.
The honoree opened her
many gifts and refreshments
of fresh fruit, assorted open
face sandwiches, nuts,
cookies, and cokes were
served.
Theta ble was centered with
a wicker basket filled with a
dried flower arrangement
which was presented to the
honoree as a gift from the
hostesses along with a rattan
magazine rack.
Hostesses were Sandy Culp,
Sandra Stark, Peggy Rogers,
Lore Landolt, Diane Mon-
tgomery, and Kathy
Ha rg rove.





Lindell Peal, and Miss Sheila
Forsythe.
The honoree chose to wear a
dusty beige 'liana dress. The
honoree, her mother Mrs. Ray
Broach, her fiance's mother,
Mrs. Rob Wilson, and her
fiance's grandmother, Mrs.
Ida Peal, were presented with
gift corsages Of Alt flowers.
The many gifts were
displayed. The refreshment
table - which held
arrangements of silk flowers
accented with candles was
overlaid with white lace.
Sugar cake squares, nuts,
mints, coconut punch, aed
coffee were served.
The groom elect was also
present to visit with his
friends and former neighbors
Another courtesy extendedwas a brunch with hostessesbeing Miss Juana Stockdaleand Mrs. Gale Cornelison.Attending the brunch weremembers of the wedding partyand Little Sisters of the SigmaChi fraternity.
The honoree chose to wear a
cottger pastel plaid pant andvest with yellow gauze blouseShe was presented a corsage
of yellow darsiCIP'ty 'the  hostesses.
An arran6ment of freshspring flowers centered thebrunch table which wasoverlaid with a white lacecloth. Banana nut bread,cinnamir rolls, fruit, sausage
balls, cheese rounds, orangejuice and coffee were served






HARDWARE STORE, INC. tnae
Do-It-Yourself Headquarters
A WIDE SELECTION OF:
• Housewares
aMet • Garden & Lawn
Supplies






#6 • Locks & Keys -
• Glass Products
We rent povver Vrors and carpet
cleaning eouipment
Repair service. for power tools
and small anoliances, all Makes









OPEN 9 AM TO 9 PM
MON-SAT
170 1  
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Monday, June 4
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-




children, ages 3..to 5, will open
today at the Eastwood Baptist
Church, Highway 94 East. For
information call 759-4090 or
753-2557.
‘foldwater United Methodist
aurch Women will meet at 7
dblga Hampton WMU of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the church at 7:30
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I,ottie Moon  with
Mrs. Allen McCoy at 7 p.m.
and Kathleen Jones with Mrs.
Clifford Smith at 7:15 p.m.
Monday, June 4
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will be at 7 p.m. at
Otdway Hall. For information
call 762-6851.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets. This is open to all





Board will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the St. John's Center, 1620
West Main.
Ann Hasseltine Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 6 p.m.
Tuesday, June 5
Murray Christian Women's
Club luncheon will be held at
the Holiday Inn at 12:30 p.m.
Reservations may be made by
calling 759-46635 or 753-3215.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club 
is
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at 7 pin.
Group II of CWF of First
Christian Church will meet at
2 p.m. in the church library
with Mrs. W. Z. Carter and
Mrs. Lessie Pickard as
hostesses, Mrs. Betty Riley as
program leader, and Mrs.
Frances Churchill to give the
devotion.
Lakeside Singers will
present a concert at 8:30 p.m.
at Kenlake State Park.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Clubb will
have a called meeting at the
club house at 7:30 p.m.
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Susie
Scott at 7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will hold their
general meeting at Ill a.m. at
the church with the Executive
Committee to meet at 9 a.m.
First Baptist Church WMU
will meet at 9:30 a.m, at the
church.
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Hugh Noff-
singer at 10:30 a.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Winter
Firewood program at Empire






Designed by .a physician.
the Spenco4 Breast Forms
are the best choices after
• breast surgery. They are
now available in two
shapes, each to satisfy a
specific surgical need. We
invite you to come in and
personally . review these
new forms. We shall be




MEDICAL SUPPLIES HEARING AIDS
206 S. 4th St., Murray, 7534065
Tuesday, June 5
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murrayy
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the RainbOw for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Wednesday, June 6
12th Annual Ladies' George
Hart Invitatioonal Golf
Tournament will open at 9
a.m. at the Murray Country
Club with Betty Stewart and
Jane Fitch as chairmen.
Ladies day activities at the
Oaks Country Club will in-
clude golf and bridge at 9:30
a. m.
Lakeside Singers will
present a contert at 8:30 p.m.
at the Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
VS ednesday, June 6
Mystery Boxes to reveal
objects and see how each fits
into the natural world will be
from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes.
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m.
Flint Baptist Church
mission groups are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
PaPPItt .ACCOunts for over
one-fourth of the vioricri
total trade in spices.
w-
"Deco. AMT.
By Abigail Van Buren
A New Look
At Old Gifls
DEAR ABBY: _You printed 
a letter from 1.11:SET IN
BALTIMORE whose 28-year-old s
on was in love with a
62-year-old woman. Besides 
telling the mother to stay out of
her son's love life, you should h
ave informed her that this
asinine prejudice against older 
Women is an American
cultural hangup.
-Winston Churchill's mother is said 
to have been alluring to
young men when she was in her 
60s. In fact, she married a
man younger than her son. - SENSIBLE IN GA.
DEAR SENSIBLE: The younge
r man-old woman com-
bination has had some notable su
ccesses. Ask Gloria Swan-
son, Merle Oberon, Ruth Gordon, 
Mary Pickford, Sybil Bur-
ton, Lucille Ball, ('her's mother 
and Gloria Steinem.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 12-year-old 
girl and I'm being forced
against my will to go to summer camp 
again. I went last year
and hated it.
My folks keep telling me how lucky I 
am that-they can af
ford to send me, but I don't feel luck
y. I feellike a girl whose
parents want to get rid of her for two mon
ths.
My mother says if I don't go to c
amp I will have to sit on
the porch all summer. What shou
ld I do?
HATES CAMP
DEAR HATES: Go, dear. But f
irst get rid of that
negative attitude. Most people have abo
ut as good a time as
they make up their minds to have.
DEAR ABBY: My husband dres
ses up in a shirt and tie
and vested suit for work every d
ay. He really looks sharp.
But the minute he comes home he ch
anges into ragged jeans
and a dirty T-shirt. Then he comes
 to the dinner table in
those grub-by clothes.
I once asked him if he couldn't be 
a little more presentable
for dinner, and he said: "What 
forKNoliody's here.- (We
have two teen-age children.)
Yesterday I again said something about 
the way he looked
at the dinner table, and one of t
he kids said, "Don't hassle
him, Mom. He has a right to wear what 
he wants."
Who is right? •
LEXINGTON LADY
DEAR LADY: Not you, Mom. Your husban
d has the right
to be comfortable at home, but why must
 he wear ragged
jeans and a dirty T-shirt? They make so
me sharp looking
jeans and T-shirts. Surprise your ma
n with some good-
looking leisure clothes for Father's Day and
 you'll all be
happier. (P.S. And when he's in a good m
ood, inform him
that you and the children are "somebody.")
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FAITHFUL READ
ER IN
WOB URN, MASS": From your letter I would
 suggest that
you go into selling. (The difference betwe
en 'rape- and' 
romanceis sometimes salesmanship.)
Getting married? Whether you want a 
formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing 
ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Love
ly Wedding."
Send $I and a long, stamped (28 c
ents) self-addressed







( SUNDAY 10 45 A M 8 6 00 P M )
SERMON TOPICS
MONDAY SHAVE SINNEp
TUESDAY — JUST AS I AM
WEDNESDAY — GOD IS NORMOCKED
THURSDAY IS HELL REAL?
FRIDAY HEAVEN HOLDS ALL




SUNDAY PM WHY DO YOU WAIT?













GRE CHURCH OF CHRIST
OLD MURRAY-PARIS ROAD BETWEEN MURRAY AND HAZEL





Miss Pamela Renee Tucker
and Rodney Dean Vaned
Mr. and Mrs. .Prentice.Earl Tucker of Hopkinaville an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
eldest daughter, Pamela Renee, to Rodney Dean Vancil, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Orval Vancil of Anna, Ill.
The bride-elect, a graduate of Murray High School,
received her Bachelor of Science degree in home economics
and a Master of Arts degree in elementary education at
Murray State University. While at MSU, she was active in the
Baptist Student Union and worked as an assistant in the
Department of Early Childhood and in the office of the Center
For Academic Advisement.
The groom-elect graduated from Jonesboro High School,
Anna, Ill., and will be a December graduate of Murray State
- University with a Bachelor of Science degree in business with
on area in management. While at Murray State, he has been*
active in the Baptist Student Union and Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity. ' '
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 11, at 7
p.m. at the First Baptist Church, Murray. A reception will
follow in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
Mrs. Jerrell White
To Speak Tuesday
A lecture on "Cults" will be given by Mrs. Jerrell White„
on Tuesday, June 5, at 9:30 a.m. in the chapel of the First
Baptist Church, Murray, at the general meeting of the
Women!s Missionary Union of the church.
Mrs. White is the wife of the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White, pastor
of the Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. They reside with
their sons on Payne Street, Murray. Mrs. White is a kin-
dergarten teacher and Sunday School teacher, and has
served in numerous positions of leadership in her church, a
WMU spokesman said.
All nine missionary groups of the the local church, and any
interested persons are urged to attend, said Mrs. Hugh




Miss Julie Outland, June
23rd bride-elect of Walter R.
Jones III, was honored with a
personal shower on Wed-
7esday evening, May 23, at ttie
home of Debbie Emerson.
The hostesses for the oc-
casion were Miss Emerson
was presented a gift corsage
of white carnations.
Following a period of
conversation the guests were
invited for refreshments. The
table was covered with a white
linen cloth edged with lace,
and centered with pink and
white carnations arranged in
a silver vase. Refreshments of
fruit punch, strawberry ice-
:ream cake, and nuts were
;erved from silver and crystal
ippointments.
The bride-elect opened her
sifts and displayed them for
her guests to view.
Twelve of Miss Outland's




NEW YORK (AP) — Three
International organizations —
the World Food Council, the
United Nations' Children's
Fund and the World Health Or-
ganization — have urged 19
('ountries to join a program to
;ontrol endemic goiter in the
next decade.
The ailment is caused by a
!ack of iodine in the diet. En-
ilemic goiter is widespread in
ihe world, particularly in
mountainous areas.
Cretinism or other forms of
mental deficiency and neurolo-
dtSorders -are frequent in-
; bildriti born ;to mothers with
.he disease.
But doctors say goiter can be ---r
Prevented easily at low cost by
adding iodine to table salt. It is
estimated that more than 200





FOR TUESDAY, JUNE 5, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the




Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 i grar-----‘
Communications with
partners or close allies should
be stimulating. Cash in on
moneymaking ideas. Listen to
others' proposals.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Financial dividends for hard
workers. A project reaches a
turning point. Help close ones
with their problems. Be at-
tentive to their needs.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 201
A fun-filled day for the
romantically inclined. Put




(June 21 to July 22) 00
Home provides the peace
you seek. Inspiration adds the
right touch to decorative
planning. Private talks with
friends strengthens ties.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4ft,kc
Talks with iriends go well
but may lead to a revision of
your ideas. Capitalize' on in-
tuition for success in creative
projects.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nPuA.
A good time to ask for a
raise and to discuss career
aims with advisers. Accent
sociability for best success.
Attend to financial ac-
counting.
LUIRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 'An
nt*9"
Don't take offense if
someone comments on your
personality The points they
make are in your best interest.
Follow intuition and make
that phone call. -- •
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Let your mate or close ally
in on your plans. Otherwise,
be close-mouthed. Financial
htiches pay off. Attend to
u4uinished business.
ITTARIUS
IerNov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Arrange your schedule to
leave you time for attending a
social get-together or com-
munity meeting. You'll gain
some useful information.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Don't mix business with
pleasure, but important
career developments may
unfold now. A private con-
ference may add to progress.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Business interests at a
distance demand attention.
Travel has both social and
career overtones. Listen to the
ideas of a friend.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You may renegotiate a loan
or make some revision in tax,
accounting, and estate
matters. Talks with financial
advisers provide a new
outlook.
YOU BORN TODAY won't
be content with a routine job.
Translate your urge for ad-
venture into a career with
exciting potentialities — such
as the theater, journalism, or
any job connected with travel
and a variety of contacts with
others.
in, 
An Open Letter To The People
Since the year of 1840 my ancestors have
cared enough about this area to serve as
mayors, bankers, merchants, ministers,
teachers, politicians, and active church
laymen. This participation instilled in me
the desire to serve my people by represen-
ting this district in the State Legislature.
I have been warmed by your reception
and although I didn't receive the largest
vote, I won much more ----visiting with you
has made me even more aware of the fine
community in which we live,
Achievement cannot always be




makes Ham and Yams
just like ours.
But she!ci rather eat
ours.
For Mrse+tamsey, eating our
Ham and Yams is like enjoying
her own good cooking, without
cooking. It's sure nice when
someone else brings 'em
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EDITORIAL 
Council Needs To Act On Glendale!
The members of the Murray
-City Council need to decide,
once and for all, two things:
t. Does the city council desire
the -Glendale Road in-
terconnector between S. 12th
Street and S. 4th Street?
2. If so, does the city want to
take advantage of the $109,000
offered by Gov. Carroll from
his contingency fund to take
eare of the city's share of the
construction costs? ,
These two questions ob-
viously.go hand-in-hand. If the
answer to the first question is
yes it seems only,natural that
the answer to the second would
also be positive.
Our assessment of all the
rhetoric on Glendale that has
been ex-changed at city council
meetings and in court over the
past two years is that the
council will answer yes to 116th
questions. That assessment
brings us to our main point:
The council needs to get off
the fetite and take action on the
project!
The right-of-way for the
project is currently tied up in a
court battle between Howard
Brandon, owner of the land, and
the city.
According to court observers
to whom we have talked, the
court fight could drag on for
many more weeks or months.
As in any legal confrontation
these days, it will be relatively
expensive to.. see the suit to
conclusion.
If the general public and the
members of the city council
agree that the extension of the
road is needed, a simple legal
proceeding exists that would
allow construction to move
ahead almost immediately.
Condemnation is a tried and
proven method through which
the city can obtain title to the
rights-of-way required for the
building of the road.
In this case, condemnation of
the property will probably cost
the city far less than fighting
the battle in court. The city has
already spent some $500 on
legal fees and for transcription'
of depositions and no one knows
how much more it will cost tilt
city before the case even gets ti
court.
The court battle is over an
agreement signed by HOward
Brandon, who owns -a major
portion of the right-of-wa
required. Brandon contends the
agreement was valid only if a
four-lane road was constructed
through the area. Current plans
call for a three-lane road with
two driving lanes and ' one
center turning lane.
Brandon withdrew the
agreement when the council
voted in favor of the three-lane
road. His action is recorded in
minutes Of the late 1977 council
meeting att lehich he advised
the cit)Oekwai withdrawing th'
agreement.
Some members of cit.!,
government have maintained
that, despite Brandon's with-
drawal. the agreement is still
valid and the city is entitled to
the right-of-way.
Some doubt has been raised
as to whether or not the court
would rule in favor of the city,
once the case ever comes
before the bench.
Why then, if we want the road
completed, should we spin our
wheels and spend taxpayers'
dollars when condemnation
would be a much more ex-
pedient, and economical,
method of obtaining the right-
of-way?
We say if the roadway is to be
built, condemn the property
and get on with it. The use of
tax money to support a lengthy
an expensive court battle, the
outcome of which is already in
doubt, makes us wonder where
the interests of our city officials
are directed.
Do the members of the city
council and the city ad-
ministration really want
Glendale Road completed or
are they engaged in a personal
confrontation with a private
citizen?
A FOOTNOTE: We also are
afraid that if construction of the
project does not begin before
the end of this year, when Gov.'
Carroll leaves office, his offer






410W SHA-RPER THAN A SERPENT 's TO:TN!
The Story Of
Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 11171
4+4444-444-+-144+++4
-Does Calloway County need an armed force to correct present
conditions? Does she need, as the Paducah Sun describes the sol-
diers here, 'strapping, six-foot mountain boys, armed with Krag-
Jergensen rifles and big army Colts' to shoot into our citizens? •Does
she need them to serve warrants on men charged with crime? Does
she need them to summon witnesses to appear before her juries and
judges? Does she need them to aid her grand jury in the discharge
of its sworn duty? Does her county seat need them to prevent an
attack from citizens of the county? Does her sheriff need them to
apprehend law-breakers when he 'may command and take with him
the power of the county to aid him in the execution of the duties
of his office'?
"I contend that she does not need them for a single purpose
set forth or for any purpose whatsoever. I must ask that my readers
pardon the personal reference in this article, but aside from setting,
forth real conditions-as-I ste•them, I want to show that my position
is tenable, that I attempted possibly more than any other citizen of
the county to prevent lawlessness, but without apology for the con-
victions I have entertained, I want to place myself on record before
the people of the county.
"The day before Judge Wells made application for a company
of state troops I went to him and submitted a prpposition to join
him in alliorough campaign of thetfounty, and that we would Teak
in every store, church and schoolhouse in the county in the interest
of law and order. I stated that it was my conviction that we could
accomplish more in reasoning with men than he could accomplish
with, a company of soldiers. My proposition was not accepted.
"I contend that the presence of armed militia is not only de-
structive to the business hiterests of the town, but conducive to a
greater agitation of the unrest in the county. Their presence here
is a galling yoke upon,the good citizens of the county. The soldiers-compnsing Company-I4 maybe. -fearless, brave_moinitain_men. but_- I contend that Calloway _boasts as WItnelid4wourap._ Capt. -Givens- -and Lieut. \‘'ilbum may be shrewd officers, wily and cunning in
the Capture of. criminals, but 10 Calloway County men under theleadership of Deputy Sheriff John Ilolland or ex-Sheriff W. L.













Letters to the editor are welcotned
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number mutt be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray. Ky. 42071.
111EARTliN





Our flag has been carried by' the
armed forces of the United States in two
great world wars. We set aside one day,
a year and call it Meinorial Day td
honor those who have fought and Alied
that we might have the freedorn we
enjoy today.
I think it is a disgrace that our school
children must go to school on this.
national holiday. I also think we should
have a ceremony at the cemetery or
court square to remember those, who








Since the people of Calloway Co. hav,
been so interested in the welfare of
Darrell since the accident February 10.
1979 which took the life of his wife, Joey,
and left him vi critical conditioulor-s..
long, I thought I would send you this
note with the latest development.
He is still in Barnes Hospital where
he has improved greatly. He is now able
to be in a wheelchair and we spent a few
hours in the park Memorial Day where
he enjoyed a picnic with his children
As of June 5th he will be transfered to a
rehabilitation center,' where he will
probably be for several months. Ile
looks forward trr-mail time- and air -
reciates any and all cards and letter/. _44tie has a 25th birthday June 11th and
would love to get cards if any one would
like to send one. They can be senflo
Darrell Russell, Jewish Hospital, St.
Louis, Mo. 63110'.
Thank you ,
Mrs. J. C. Russell
10176 No. 3 Squire Meadow Dr
Si. Louis, Mo. 63123
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems..- fast. If
you have a question or a profilem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I draw railroad
retirement and Social Security
retirement. I wondered if you could tell
me if there will be a cost of living in-
crease for these annuities this year,
how much the increase OR be and
when we will receive it?
Railroad retirement annuitants, as
well as Social Security beneficiaries,
will receive cost-of-living increases in
their monthly benefits beginning with
their July I checks.
The tier I portions of all employee
and spouse railroad retirement an-
nuities and both tier I and II portions of
survivor annuities will be increased by
9.9 percent, the same as for Social
Security benefits. However, if an an-
nuitant also receives a Social Security
benefit, his Social Security, cost-of-
living increase is subtracted from the
railroad retirement' tier 1 increase.
Employees and spouses will also
receive 3.2 percent increases in their
tier II benefits Which are not available'
under Social Security. Furthermere,
these increases are not reduced
because of the beneficiary's en—
titlement to Social Security benefits.
Increases not paid on July 1 will be
paid retroactively at the earliest
possible date thereafter.
Also, the monthly Medicare
premiums will be increased for both
railroad retirement and Social Security
beneficiaries. The basic Medicare
premium increases July 1 by 50 cents
raising the premium from $8.20 to $8.70.
liEARTLINE: There were a couple
of young men here at our apartment
building going up and down the halls
selling a so-called new medication.
They claimed to be working for a
pharmaceutical company. A friend of
mine down the hall was foolish enough
to buy some, for $10. We managed to get
a couple of these pills from her and
have them analyzed — crushed-up
aspirin and powdered sugar. These
fellows told her that this so-cailarniii--
-miracle drug" was a sure cure for
numerous things including hardening of
the arteries. They actually told her the
pills would help her remember things
better. I thought you might want to
warn your readers about this flimflam.
— K.S.
Yes, we do. Obviously, the only place
t 
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me should obtain drugs is through a
drugstore, from a reputable mailorder
pharmaceutical company or from a
doctor. Aspirin and powdered sugar
may seen harmless to many people, but
either one can be deadly poison to those
allergic to them. Such incidents shouldbe reported immediately to the police
department. If someone comes to yourhome selling you drugs to help your
memory — or drugs or medicat of
any kind, tell them you forgot w
you put )our money! But donliorget tocall the police.
HEARTLIN 6E: I am ye‘rs
have just found out that I am two
quarters shy of being eligible for Social
Security retirement benefits. I wouldLike to go back and earn these quer-.ters. Can you tell me what the
requirements for this are? — S.G,
The work requirements for earning a'
quarter of coverage under Social
Security has been changed by the 1977
Social Security Amendments. Under
the old law, a worker earned a quarter
of coverage by earning at least $50 in
wages during any of the calendar
quarters ending March 31, June 30,
Sept. 30 or Dec. 31. In order to receive
'credit for the quarter, the money must
have been paid to him during the actual
quarter. Under the new law, which
became effectisTe-Trinuary 1, 1978, a
worker will receive me quarter of,
coverage' up to a total of four per year)for eacb $250 of earnings paid in a year.
This $250 measure would
automatically increased every ye to
take account of increases in average
wages.
So, in order for- you to earn two
quarters of coverage this year, you





By The Associated Press
Today Is Monday, June 4, the 155th
day of 1979. There are 210 days left in
the year.-
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1944, Allied forces
entered the Italian capital of Rome in
World War II.
On this date:
In 1647, the English army seized
England's King Charles I as a hostage.
In 1831, Prince Leopold of Saxe-
Coburg was chosen as Belgium's first
monarch, becoming King Leopold the
First.
In 1878, Turkey turned the
Mediterranean island of Cyprus over to
the British.
In 1936, France's first Socialist
government, headed by Premier Leon
Blum, took office.
In 1946, Juan Peron was inallgurated
president of Argentina.
In 1961, Presient John Kennedy and
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev
were conferring in Vienna.
Ten years ago: A young Cuban
fleeing Cuba survived a nine-hour flight
to Madrid in the nose-wheel com-
partment of a jetliner, despite tem-
peratures of-40 degrees below-zero atan—
altitude' of six miles.
Five years aigo: The deatE-fon from
smallpox was put at more than 10,000 in
India's state of Bihar in one of the worst
epidemics of the disease in recent
years.
Thought for today: In the past, those
who foolishly sought power by riding
the back of the tiger ended up inside —
President John Kennedy, 1917-1963.
Why I
Like KET
As a member of the KET
Authority from 1964 to 1968 and while
serving on the KET Advisory Corn-
imittee since its creation, I have wat-
ched Public Television in Kentucky ,
grow from an idea to one of the finest
state television networks in our l
illation. What began as an arm of,
education to augment our schools
and universities has been expandt-d
to reach all learners and would-be
?earners in the Commonwealth of
Xentucky.
"The KET Program Guide" for
the next two weeks lists selections
from the theatre, consumer in-
formation, lectures, music, pain-
ting. news, and sports as well as
courses for College credit and "In
SchiM_Specials" to reinforce the
learning experiences of elementary
and high school students.
KET has come a long way since it
was established by the General
Assembly seventeen years ago.





Ronnie Vern Ragsdale of Murray
graduated from Murray State
University with a 3.96 average and was
one of the students honored at the
commencement exercises held June 2
with Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Nunn as
the speaker.
Deaths reported include Vernon
Gardner, 86, and Curtis Mills, 56.
Robert -.Rear receiy,t4. the
Distinguished Professor award „given
this year by the! Murray 'Slate
University Alumni Association.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hobart
Morgan, 1511 Kirkwood Drive, Murray,
will celebrate their 50th wedding an-
niversary on June 9.
Kathy Rowlett of Murray High School
was the rurmerup in the Girls Single
Division of the Kentucky High School
Tennis Tournament held at Louisville.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Lewes Riley on May 21.
, Miss Judith Ann Munsey, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Otha Murisey ef Kuttawa,
and Linn Michael Stranak, son of Mr.
and Mrs. -Michael Stanek of Murray,
were married May 24, at the United
Methodist Church. Kuttawa.
20 Years Ago
John I.. Walls, Seaman USN, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Walls,' is serving
aboard the radar' picket vessel USS -
Harveson operating out of Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii,
Airman Edward R. Collie, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter E. Collie, has corn-'
pleted training at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas, and will now attend.
technical school for radio and radar at
Keeslar AFB, Miss.
Deaths reported include I.ubie A.
Cooper, 72.
Murray City Police had target
practice yesterday morning in Red
Wood's -gravel pit. Directing the
practice were John Alden and Price
Glover of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William F. Johnson.
Mrs. Ella Hamlin, widow of Richard
Hamlin, celebrated her 91st birthday on
May 25.
30 Years Ago
Yesierday, June 3, was Conederate
Memorial Day and the birthday of
Jefferson Davis, president of the
Confederacy, who was born near
Fairview. The J. N. Williams Chapterof the United Daughters of the Con-
federacy, headed by Mrs. W. P.
Roberts, decorated tIkt graves of the
soldiers to cornmemore& this occasion.
Deaths reported include Howard
Rice.
Clair R. MOGavern, piano instructorat Murray State College, has resignedto accept a position at OklahomaBaptist University, Shawnee, Okla.
New officers of the American Legion
Auxiliary are Mrs. August F. WilsonMrs. Bertha Neil Shroat Dunn, Mrs-Jeddie Cathey, Mrs. Claude Anderson,Mrs. Frances Erwin, Mrs. Otto Swann,Mrs. Eva Blankenship, and Mrs.Mildred Bell.
"Hill Gardner and party pulled inover 40 pounds of catfish below the dam
Wednesday," from the column, "BassBanter."
Bible Thought
0 give thanks unto the Lord;- for
he is good: for his mercy endureth
forever. I Chronicles 16:34.
When one considers the mercies
of God, he must be thankful. And a •
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Best In The State
Sports
Nervous Champs
Kathy Outland I left ( and Candy Jackson, shown winning
 the First Region high school tennis title two weeks ago, won the
state title Saturday in Lexington by a 6-2, 6-4 margin. For Jacks
on, it was the second straight year she had teamed for the
championship
Grubb Breaks Doldrums, Scoots
Rangers; White Saves Yankees
By the Associated Press
In mid-May, they were
calling John Grubb "the quiet
man," perhaps because his
batting average had dipped
below .200 and the Texas
Rangers were a listless third
in the American League's
WestDivision.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Then Grubb started to hit,
and the 'team's fortunes im-
proved. Grubb has hit in his
last 16 games and Texas has






OMAHA, Neb. — Randal
Carter remembers the
disappointment he felt when,
as a junior college baseball
player, the University oj
Arizona ignored him.
So when Carter saw a
cbance to get back at the
Wildcats,- he made the most of
the opportunity.
Entering the game in the
sixth inning, Carter ignited
two rallies with hits to help
Arkansas come from behind to
beat Arizona 10-3 in the second
round of the College World
Series Sunday night.
The victory puts Arkansas,
rated seventh nationally, into
a Thesday night game against
Southwestern Conference
rival Texas, the nation's No. 1
team. The Razorbacks and
Longhorns are the only un-
beaten teams left in the series.
With his team trailing 3-1,
Carter started a five-run rally
in the seventh inning with a
single. He then led off the
eighth with a double that
launched a four-run uprising.
"Carter is so good and his
attitude is super," said Coach
Norm DeBriyn, whose team
also had to come from behind
to beat Pepperdine 5-4 in the
first round.
Texas, which has beaten
Arkansas four times in five
games this year, set up the
showdown with the Razor-
backs by rallying_ from a 2-0
deficit to -beat—NO7—
Mississippi State 8-2 Sunday
night.
But before Texas (55-6) and
Arkansas ( 48-13 ) square off,
two elimination contests Will
be played tonight. Fifth-rated
Arizona (43-24) meets No. 3
Fullerton State (56-14) and
Mississippi State (48-11) takes
on Pepperdine (51-17). The
losers of those games are out
of the series.
Fullerton, which carrune
into the series with a .330 team
batting average but has yet to
break loose, eliminated
Connecticut 8-3 Sunday.
Arkansas, which came from
behind in all four of its
regional playoff games,
repeated that pattern Sunday
night. The Razorbacks
struggled against Arizona's
Ron Sismondo before finally
breaking loose in the seventh.
Texas got some timely
hitting from the last three
batters in the lineup to derail
Mississippi State, which has
the loudest and most en-
thusiastic cheering section in
the series.
percentage points.
"I hope I'm not known as the
quiet man any more," said
Grubb Sunday night after he
had homered, singled twice
and scored three runs in
helping the Rangers to a 4-2
triumph over the Baltimore
Orioles. The last three
weeks, I've been trying to
pump up a little. I've always
given 100 percent, but some
people said I didn't look
aggressive enough."
He was aggressive Sunday
night, raising his average to a
much louder .311 and
collecting one-third of the
Texas hits off Jim Palmer, 6-3.
Doyle Alexander, 3-3, held
Baltimore to a run and five.
hits in seven innings. Jim
Kern pitched the last two
innings, survived Pat Kelly's
ninth-inning RBI single, and
recorded his ninth save.
In the other games Sunday,
the Detroit Tigers blanked the
Oakland A's 2-0, the New York
Yankees beat the Chicago
White Sox 3-2 in 11 innings, the
Boston Red Sox 'blasted the
Minnesota Twins .8-2, the
Kansas City Royals defeated
the Milwaukee Brewers 6-1,
the Cleveland Indians topped
the California Angels 5-3 and
the Seattle Mariners rocked
the Toronto Blue Jays 10-5.
Tigers 2, A's 0
Mark Wagner hit a sacrifice
fly and Lance Parrish
smacked a seventh-inning
home run to back the five-hit
pitching of Dave Rozema and
carry Detroit to its eighth
victory in nine games.
Rozema, pitching the
Tigers' first complete-game
shutout of the season, beat
Oakland for the first time in
six career decisions.
Yankees 3, White Sox 2
Roy White's 11th-inning
single scored Thurman
Munson from second base,




TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
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"bat 57 Cretm. The Cm*
Chicago had taken a 2-0 lead
on Milt May's two-run double
in the secoga, but New York
came wit hi run on White's
seventh-inning sacrifice fly
and tied it in the eighth on a
double by Munson.
Red Sox 8,Twins 2
Fred Lynn, Carlton Fisk and
Butch Hobson drove in two
runs each as Boston blasted
Minnesota. The Twins got a
run in the eighth, when'Bombo
Rivera tripled and scored on a
grounder, and another in the
ninth on Ron Jackson's
homer.
Royals 6, Brewers 1
Marty Pattin pitched a five-
hitter and beat Milwaukee for
the 13th time in 16 career
decisions as the Royals
clipped the Brewers. Darrell
Porter and Pete LaCock each
drove in one run and scored
twice to pace Kansas City's
eighth victory in 10 games.
Indians 5, Angels 3
' Duane Kuiper's
single in the ninth ga%,
Cleveland its winning margin
over California. The Angels
scored twice in their half of
the inning on a run-scoring
double by Carney Lansford
and a sacrifice fly by Dan
Ford.
The I ndiane-Tobr Hai ,ah-
used as a designated hitter for
the first time in his 'career,
went 2-for-3 and reached base
eight times in 14 trips to the
plate in the three-game series.
Mariners 10, Blue Jays 5
Dan Meyer's third-innu.




By the Associated Press
PARIS — Bjorn Borg a'
Vitas Gerulaitis shattered
dreams of two highly ratt'
youngsters in the French Opt
championships. Borg be
titles Moretton 7-5, 6-4. 6--
while Gerulaitis defeated Ivan
1Rndl 6-2, 6-1, 6-3. Borg and
Gerulaitis move . into
quarterfinals of the tour-
nament, the world's most
prestigious event on slow clay-
.' Hans Gildemeisster beat
Tim Gullikson 6-7, 6-3, 4-
6-3,
In the women's singles, two
American hopes fell. Han'
Mandlikova edged Betty Aimr






Renee Richards 4-6, 6-4,
win the women's title in
Southern Tennis Char'
pionships.
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Outland, Jackson Overcome Jitters
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Being seeded No. 1 is a
chore in itself, and Kathy
Outland and Candy Jackson
DID feel the pressure.
"We were so tight in our
semifinal match," said
Jackson, who teamed with
Outland for the Kentucky high
school girls tennis doubles
title Saturday in Lexington.
"We knew if we could make
the final, we could win."
The pair, dispatching of
Lexington Lafayette's Kelly
Carter and Melissa Johnson 6-
2, 6-4 in the semifinals, then
dumped Sacred Hart's Nina
Leigh Howard and Barbara





scored six runs in the first two
innings, then hung on to grab a
6-3 victory over Murray in
American Legion baseball
action Saturday afternoon at
Ty Holland Stadium.
The. loss was the first for
Murray Post 73, 2-1. It hosts
Jackson, Tenn., a team it
swept in a d onhIeheader
earlier this year, Saturday at 4
The game was only one of
four scheduled for last
weekend. But the second
game sot', St. Mathews and a
Sunda, )ubleheader with
Fern Creek was postponed
because of rain.
Scott Tucker, who went all
the way on the mound for
Murray, paced Post 73's at-
tack with two hits. He scored
its first run in the second in-
ning by singling and scoring
when Bill Presson drew a
bases-loaded walk.
.In the fourth inning, David
Stripling walked and came
home on another bases-loaded





McGee's 1-stroke triumph in
the Kemper Open golf tour-
nament was, he said, "the best
I've ever handled adversity.
am more elated than I've
ever been before in my life.
This is the high point of my
career."
The victory, secured with a
2-stroke swing against Jerry
Pate on the 17th hole, gave
him a new lease on his golfing
life. The negative thoughts are
gone, said the man who, early
last week, told a friend he was
looking for a job and was




( Lafayette ) play their first-
round match, and we got
nervous, because they looked
SO good," said Jackson.
That 6-4 score in the second
set of the semifinal match was
as close as Jackson, a
sophomore at Murray High,
and Outland, a junior, came to
losing a set in the tournament.
"We were always ahead in
that one, though," said
Jackson.
"Kathy really helped me,"
said Jackson. "She played
well the whole tournament,
but I didn't do that wet, until
the final. She helped settle me
down."
Jackson won the state title a
year ago with Robyn Burke,
who has since moved, and
Jackson admits teaming with
Outland took some ad-
justment.
"Robyn liked to stay back a
lot and groudstroke," she a
said. "But Kathy is a good
volleyer, and she puts the
presSure on a lot. It's fun to be
aggressive at the net.
But once she and Outland
calmed the jitters, they had
little trouble with Howard and
Miller. "We knew that Nina
Leigh was a tough player, but
we didn't know anything about
her partner," said Jackson.
"We both played well in the
final."
Both Outland AO Jackson
plan to play doubles in the Joe
Creason Qualifying Tour-
nament ' this week, but With
differentpartners.
"Jim going to play with Gay
Nutter ( who won the state
singles title), and Kathy is
playing with Laura Ramser,"
said Jackson. "But we're
planning on playing more
doubles together."
And that, by golly, could
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Melissa Collins performs on the uneven bars during a gymnastics meet Saturday at the
Murray Tennis Center. Collins placed second in her division. Results in Glance.
Staff photo by Tony WILson




W L Pet. GB
28 18
77 19 587 1
28 23 .549 Po
25 22 532 Po
21 26 447 74




Sari Francisco 26 ZS 44.1.--
Los Angeles 26 29 473
San Diego 25 31 446
Atlanta 19 33 365
Saturday's Games
San Francisco 8, Chicago 6
Cincinnati 4, Philadelphia 2
San Diego 3. Pittaburgh 1
Atlanta 7, New York 6
St Lows 12, Los Angeles 5
Houston 2. Montreal 1
Sunday's Games ,
Pittsburgh 7. San Diego 0
Philadelphia 6-2, Cincinnati 4-12
Chicago I, San Francisco I
St Louis 6, Los Angeles 4 •
New York 9. Atlanta 4
Housston S. Montreal 4
Monday's Games
Montreal Lee 5-21 at Atlanta Brow-
tare 1-11, In,












• Super-smooth 5 speed
transmission
• Adjustable front air forks
• 5-way adjustable load set
ting rear shocks with 4-way
adjustable damping
• High-performance tires
• Disc brakes front and rear
• Full, easy to read instru
rnentation
• Much, much more'
Special F.eatures on GS 1000E.
• Map style wheels
• Custom dual passenger
saddle





























New York 3, Chicago 2, 11 innings
Boston 8, Minnesota 2
Kansas City 6, Milwaukee 1
Cleveland 5, California 3
Detroit 2, Oakland 0
Seattle 10, Toronto 5
Texas 4. Baltimore 2
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W L Prt. GB
31 29 606 -
29 20 592 1
211 24 538 315
211 25 537 Ps
24 22 522 414
23 27 460 74











CHARLOTTE, N.C. AP) - Final
scores and money-winnings Sunday in the
$350,000 Kemper Open Golf Tournament



























NEW YORK YANKEES- Placed
Reggie Jackson, outfielder, on the 15-day
disabled hst
Gymnastics
6.2. Waynette Hendrick 5.1, Lisa Blackford
60, Missy Tinsley 57. Kim Sykes 51, Lori
Garland 5.05
BARS ichildrea's division(
Melissa Collins 650 1st., Huffy Stokes
6.50 :2nd Leslie Franklin 6.40 (3rd.,
Shannon Roulette 5.6, Jackie Dunrugan,
4.35, Leslie Foster 465, Patty Kelly 44,
Carol Grace 455, Laura Anon 5.4, Lee
Holcomb 5.9, Margie Burchfield 57
BARS (juMor division.
Laura Montgomery 6.45 1st Waynette
Hendrick 5.95 , 24d Lee Ann Harrison 590
'3rd., 1.11 Fain 4.2.
BEAM I chIldren's divislea
Leslie Franklin 7.25 lst o, Melissa
Collins 7.10 2nd i, Lee Holcomb 6.95 (3rd.,
DAna Morton 1.23, Jackie Dunnigan 4.7,
Heather Doyle 6.1, Mel jacktich 6.0, Beth
Woodall 6.3, Huffy Stokes 6.4.
BEAM Oozier &Odes(
Valerie Anderson 7.60 (1st), Laura
Montgomery 7.45 (2nd , Lee Ann Harrison
725 ,3rd, Debbie Farris .6 8, Missy Tin..
sley 5 25, Nan Jonas-645, Kitn-Sykes.5-0,
Anne Clayton 6.0, Valerie Anderson 7.6,
Waynette fienckrick 66, Inn Garland 4.9,
Tracy Lemastus 6.5.
FLOOR EXERCISES lehldrea's dheitie
Huffy Stokes 745 1st Melissa Collins
690 2nd Heather Doyle 6.85 (3rd.,
Jackie Dunnutan 665, Margie Burchfield
645, Leslie Franklin 67, Beth Woodall 64
FLOOR EXERCISES (podia eltelarial
Valerie Anderson 7.20 1st,,( lee Ann
Harrison 675 25d (, Laura Montgomery
6.65 (3rd ), Lisa Hale 59, KimWilhelm 596.






















SI stsiN,- a 1, Murray 3
ab r h
3 0 0 0
1010
4 1 3 0
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 1
1 0 1 0
3 0 0 0
4 1 2 0
2 0 0 0
1011
0 0 0
1 0 0 0
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WITH THIS‘OUPON AND ONIAlts110.-00. -41.7vtG&N
TRODIJCE YOU TO THE REWARDING WORLD
FLYING. THIS IS A LIMITED OFFER! -
MURRAY AVIATION CO.
Murray-Calloway Co Airport
Call Today For Ar Appointment
489_2414
1
Results of Saturday's gymnastic meet.
sponsored by the Murray Tennis Center
scores following names ,
VAULTING children's division
Carol Grace 1st 6.6, Leslie Foster
Itnoll 6.55, Leslie Franklin 650 'iii,
Patty Kelly 554, Huffy Stokes 6.35, Laura
Alion 5.6, Shannon Roulette 4.8, Margie
Burchfield 60, Melissa Collins 5.7, Jackie
Dunrug,an 6.2, Heather Doyle 4.9, Mel
Jackson 545, Fihcia Weatherford 4.3,
Dana Morton. 525
VAULTING (junior AMINO I
Anne Clayton 7.06 (Hai,- Lee Ann
Harrison 690 2nd Laura Montgomery
635 310th Tracy Lemastus 57, L12 Fain
Purcell Easily Levels Buechler
In Louisville Country Club Final
BY TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Mel
Purcell viewed it as a means
to an end, and as far as Mark
Buechler was concerned.
Purcell certainly picked a
mean way to end it.
Purcell destroyed BueChler
6-1, 6-2 yesterday afternoon
for the Louisville Countr.
Club Invitational tournament
title, earning himself a berth
in the July 23-29 Louisville'
International Tennis Classic
a $17 5,000 Grand Prix event
And, that's what reall
counted, says Purcell.
"I probably wouldn't have
played in it if hadn't been for
the spot in the pro tour-
nament," Purcell said by
phone from his University of
Tennessee dormitory this
morning. He .is in the process
Mel Purcell
of finishing up. his final
examinations
"But I like the Country Club
tournament," he said. "All the
people are nice to me, and I
get to play some good op-
ponents."
In Buechler, a junior at
Clemson University, Purcell
faced a player who had beaten
him three times in six
meetings. But their last match
was three years ago.
So Purcell had little idea he
would win as handily as he
did, though he approached the
match differently than in the
past. "Before, I was always.
tight going into a match with
him," he said. "But yester-
day, I was loose and confident.
I couldn't do anything wrong."
For the record, the match
to-6k 48 minute, and during
Kison Questions Double;
Cardinals Top Dodgers
By the Associated Press
Bruce Kison would like tt
have the pitch back.- Better
yet, he'd like the official
scorer to take the hit back.
"I wanted it so bad," said
the Pittsburgh Pirate pitcher_
What Kison wanted was a
no-hitter - and what he got
was a one-hitter after Barry
Evans doubled for San Diego
with two out in the eighth
inning Sunday.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
A 7-0 victory not
withstanding, Kison sulked
and smarted afterwards about
the scorer's call on the play. In
fact, when Dan Donovan of the
Pittsburgh Press ruled a hit on •
Evans' grounder past third
baseman Phil Garner, Kison
glared at the pressbox and
raised a threatening fis:
skyward.
Kison couldn't complain
about his hitting support,
though. The Pirates backed
him with five home runs --
including two by Bill Robin-
son.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the St. Louis Car-
dinals defeated the Los.
Angeles Dodgers 6-4; the
Chicago Cubs edged the San
Francisco Giants 2-1; the
Philadelphia Philhes stopped
the Cincinnati Reds 6-1 in the
opener of a double-header
before a 12-2 loss in the
Murray Baseball Association
Park League
The Cubs stopped the Mets
14-1, and the Reds tripped the
Astros 16-15 in Park League
baseball action Saturday,,
afternoon.
Michael Fulton had two hits
for the Pirates, while the Cubs
were paced by Lance Allison,
Frank Blaustein, Chris Hayes,
Sonnie Warner, Mike Buhler
and Greg Moffitt, all of whom
Little League
Monte Morton belted two
home runs to pace the Twins
past the Reds 8-1 in Friday
night Little League baseball.
In the second game, the Yanks
beat the Cubs 6-1.
Todd Ross rapped two hits
for the Yanks, and Chris Stark



























Hall 3 2 I
r,atyae
Roas 3 1 2
Stark 3 0
McEarron 3 1 1
GamMOW 3 0
Outland 2 0 0
Tinsley 1 0 0
Thorne! 3 I 0
Wford 2 0 0
Totals 26 6 5
Reds I
ab r
Ntx . 2 0 0
West 3 0 0
Newsome 2 0 0
McClard 2 0 0
Randolph 3 0 1
Harrison 0 0 0'
McClard 1 0 0
Hum 1 0 0
Pratt 2 0 1
Lamb 1 0 0
Lyons 1 0 0
Bury 1 1 1







Shawn Morton picked up three
hits-to pace the Astros, while
Trevor Knight, Amy Walace
and Mark Wadkins had three
each for the Reds.
Kentucky League
The A's belted the Yanks 15-5,
and the Twins blasted the
Astros 9-2 in Kentucky League
baseball games Saturday
afternoon.
Darrell Rogers was 4-for-5
for the A's, who finished with
11 hits. 7erry Eldridge and
Ronnie King had two hits each
for the A's, while Phil Bryst,
Pat Wilson and Chris Padget
had the only hits for th,
Yanks.
Ed Hendon belted a horn.
run and drove in two runs for
the Twins, and Tony Robinson
picked up three RBIs with a
single and a double.
A's 15 Yank. Y
ab r h
Eldridge 5 3 2 wry., 1
mcAllon 4 1 0 was, 1 o i
Garland 5 2 I padina 1 .Rogers ' 6 4 4 ?aerial, 1 0Newton 3 1 0 F,0,,,,,,ts 2 0Shaw 4 1 0 Turner 2 0Shields 4 1 1 pea 2 nKing 4 I 2 Hite 1 I
Drew 4 1 0 Jones 2 0
A'strong 2 0 0 Walker 2 0
Lovins 1 0 0 Totals 25 I 1
Totals 41 15 11 Winning It, 0,
Steve Shaw,
cabs I ,Twins 9. - Astro.?
ab r h ab r h , ill, •
Crawford 3 0 0 Guptnn 2 1 0 Wells 2 ,
•Asnaz - eta- _ .1-ait:,-TKI00 ,,...,,ir- &,..1. lAwtl4Pl 2 ..,We  2 0 • Waos 4 -*7 y -Caldwell -3 5 0
lamb 3 0 0 Hendee 4 2- I Callan 3 0 3
Prescott 3 0 I Robinson 4 2 3, Futrell 3 ', y
Peebles 3 0 0 Knight I 0 2 Filo 3 0 _.•., _
Hargo I 0 0 RuoreU 3 1 0 Raker
Adams 1 0 0 Stout 1 0 1 -Brush 2 0 0
Dalin 1 0 0 Wells 1 I n 'Bogard I ,, •
Clendenen 2 0 0 (10Yre 1 0 o" %Ninon 1 o 0
Olsen I 0 0 Barrett 1 0 0 i. Herndon I r, •
Totals 23 1 2 Harrison 1 0 0., Wbuckie 1 /, 0
Winning pitcher Totals 27 6 4 Kinley 2 o 0
Chris Stark Totals 21 / 2
Yanio 012 30E4 Winning wt., N.,,
Cubs el OW I Tony Robinson
nightcap; the New York Mets
walloped the Atlanta Braves 9-
4 and the Houston Astros
nipped the Montreal Expos 5-
Cardinals 6, Dodgers 4
Garry Templeton smashed
four hits, stole two bases and
scored three .runs to lead St.
Louis over Los Angeles. The
Cardinals scored three
unearned runs in the sixth
inning, aided by an error by




Burt Hooton was victimized
by three errors and gave up
four unearned runs. The
Cardinals' Pete Vuckovich
struck out 12 and scattered
seven hits.
Cubs 2, Giants 1
Dave Kingman hit his 19th
homer and fourth in three
days and Mike Krukow gained,
his first victory since May 4 as
Chicago defeated San
Francisco.
one stretch in the first set,
Purcell won 12 straight points.
He ended the match by taking
12 of the final 13 points.
Purcell felt he had the an-
swer to his handling Buechler,
who had beaten him in his bid
for the state singles title in his
junior year, so easily.
"Mark's really interested in
academics; ' he's got
something like a 4.0 average
at Clemson," he said. "For
me, though, tennis, I hope, is
going to be the way I earn a




Country Club title, and he will
be -in the, Louisville Tennis
Classic for the second straight
year, though he hopes for
better success than his first-
round loss in the tourney last
year.
"I feel like I will make a
better showing, because I'm
more experienced and my
game is more powerful," he
said.
Even though Purcell and
porter Gary Plock lost to
Buechler and Kevin Walsh in
the doubles final, thereby
losing the automatic berth in
the Louisville Classic doubles
tournament, Purcell was
hardly downcast.
"I talked with the
(Louisville Tennis Classicl
tournament director, and he
thinks Andy Kohlberg
(another member of the UT
tennis team) and I can get into
**That's even • better,
because Andy and I play
doubles together all the time,
and I feel like I would have a





Greene, Steve Newton, Mike
Dill, and Carr McCalla for a fun
week of learning at the MSU
Basketball Camp
June 17-22
Cost is $135.00 for the one-week
session which- includes room,






AUTO SERVICE CENTS% GOODAEAR
SERVICE STORES









$4188 \ $4688 \ $4988
4-cyl
Inchaws Wee awls and 
labor - no *Mrs
rnsrie for lilt COrldlitOred 
cars $4 lets fit,
•14(tronic ign.tion
• Electronic' engIns. 
crlarging, and
siartmg systems analySis • 
Install
new points, plugs. 
condenser rotor
• Set dwell and 
timnng • Adiust car-
busetgr
.
 • Includes Datsun, 
Toyota.
VW and light trucks









$2108• ••;) &amen, 'Oriel, anta' I) SO p.' ;round
pati,11,ofna„.1,rztdt 150
• perforrti complete leak lest • Evacuate and rechargeentire system • Adjust drive belt tension • Tighten evap-orator, condenser and compressor mounts • Most U Scars. some iMports
Warranted 90 days or 3 000 maw. whichever comes lust
)
C.
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL
WORK
• WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU
AUTHORIZE.
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS







l'CIadi u0 to 4,.•Quarts miler brano10- 30 col







new front brake pads 
end
ireese seals • Resurlace 
Iron)
rotors • Repack (tont 
wheel OR
bearings • lnaldect 
calipers and
hydraulic system • Add 
fttod
fidOeS not include rear 
wheels'
• Most US Care 
rflOst





• Goodyear's best selling
diagonal ply tire
• Smooth, thump-free ride




4-WHEE1 DRUM: install new
brake lining, all 4 svheele •
New front grease soars • Re-
surface drums .,„Repack 
Iron)
bearings • Inspect 
hydraulic
system • Add Iluid
DatSun, Toyota, VW








A78-13 $ 79.00 $1.63
1378-13 $ 93.00 $1 87
C78-14 8105.9 , $2 03
F78-14 8122.80 $2.22
G78-14 8127.00 $2.38
H78-14, 8138.00 $261 .
G78-I5 1134.00 $244
078-15 $140.00 $2 66
Add $3.00 per tire for whitewall .
Just Say 'Charge It'
SEIZ6Z211 Goodyear
WNW ti°411gevicikcount
use any ot !heti-2 other ways lo buy Our
-twist Cusuts.e,L„.93,1d.F.tuurt ge_
• v•sa • Arner,can Eip
Blanche • 0,nerS Club • Cash
'NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE
A All Goodyear service is warranted
for at feast 90 days or 3,000 miles
whichever comes first -many ser-
vices, much longer If warranty
service is ever required, go to the
--GoctilPtrWr Service Storess-vatit-t,-;
SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
the original work was performed.
and we'll fix it, free If, however,
you're more than 90 milpS from
the original store, go to -any of
Goodyear's 1500 Service Stores a
nationwide
Store Manager Robert 8. Rudolph, Jr.
Murray, Ky. Goodyear Service Store 753_0595
Store Nouns: 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. Mon -Sat.
































All items shown must be ordered through the Catalog Order Plan. _
BELL & HOWELL
SUPER-8 LOW-LIGHT
- • MOVIE-CAMERA___ .
• Movies in almost any light,
indoors or outdoors
• 2.8x power zoom lens




• Video computer system
console
• 2 sets of remote controllers
• Includes combat game
program with 27 variations




• 36 surgical steel blades for
more cutting action than ever
• Nine closeness/comfort set-
tings for personalized shaving
• Handsome black and red
travel case
• A full 1,000 watts yet is
only 7 inches long ,
• Extra light, easy to handle
• 2 heat/style settings











o Both standard & metric
• 21-pc. 1/4" & 4" drive
socket set
• Metal hip-roof tool
box with tray
• 19-pc. hex key set
with pouch
• Hacksaw, pliers, screw-





• LED digital channel
indicator
  • Automatic noise limiter
fll • TX and modulation lights
• Antenna -warning light -
• Lighted signal/power
meter
/tF13-2• Detects-any bind of radar
at 6 times radar's effective range
• Visual and audible warning
• Easy to install
SUPER TACH H
• Fits all 4, 6, & 8-cylinder 12-volt stan-
dard & factory electronic ignitions
• Special zero-corrector to maintain




• 18-lb. thrust, 12 volts, 4 speeds
• Forward/reverse rocker switch in head -
• Twist-grip 4-speed control CATALOG ORC










• 58 various-sized compartments,
8 worm-proof trays
• Hip roof and rugged handle
• Size: 163/4" x 91/2" x 97/8"
STORALL PICKUP
TRUCK TOOL BOX









Interchangeable handle - right
cir left-hand retrieve









Large 221/2"-diameter cooker 
CookerHeavy-gauge enameled steel A.0
Ash catcher motets inside cooker
Color: black porcelain enamel CATALOG ORDER PRICE
svAr. FOUR-POINT
„..t •
• Dimensions: 30" x 78" CATALOG
• COlor: green duck with
white fringe
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1 Many Frozen FoodsCan Be Ref rozen; MayLack Original Quality




When you are concerned
about what foods Can be safely
refrozen, remember that
while many frozen foods may
--be ref rozen with- no -danger,
they may be lacking in some
of their original quality.
Do not refreeze meat if they
have warmed to room tem-
perature and have completely
thawed. If complete thawing
has occurred, red meats.
should be cooked im-,
mediately. They can then be
refrozen. Partially thawed
_variety meats sausages and
hamburgers should be cooked
Immediately.
Completely thawed fruits
should be used immediately.
Fruits may be frozen, but
there may be a quality loss.
Meats in cream sauces,
frozen dinners, cream pies
and leftovers, these are best
discarded or cooked im-
mediately if they have thawed
completely.
Orange juice that thaws
should be reccestituted ac-
cording to direetions and wen.
Fish - If it has completely
thawed, it is best consumed on
the spot or thrown out since it--
can spoil very rapidly.
Poultry - if poultry has
thawed, but is still quite cold
to the touch it may be cooked
and refrozen. Any stuffed
poultry should be discarded.
Vegetables that still show
ice crystals may be refrozen
but should be used as soon as
possible. If completely
thawed, you can refreeze
some vegetables - plain ones,
not those with sauces.. if they
have not been held at room
temperature too long.
Vegetables may also be
conked and ref rozen
separately or as ingredients in
a casserole or other dish.
Breads can be retrozen,
however, the freshness may
be affected.
Cakes can be refrozen,
however, this sometimes
produces dryness and affects
the quality of the icing.
Pies can be refrozen, with
the exception of cream pies.
Some weeping and breaking of
filling may occur, as well as
loss of crust texture.
Golden Anniversary
Convention Of FFA To




SPECIAL ALERT: USDA $ AMS suggests that consarnersmake full use of abundant Potatoes and Onions this June Supplies
of these 'terns are unusually large
As of mid-May the June supply situation looks like this
.RED MEATS
Beef . . . adequate Although
supplies are down from record
level of recent years. beef to
continue adequate because of
expected large supplies ot com-
peting meats Production rates
to avg 12-14% below year-
_earlier, and 16°.. below 1976-78
June avg Production of higher
grades to be a little below year-
earlier, with continued smaller
output of processing-type beef
Pork ... plentiful. Production to
avg 10-12% above year-earlier,
or 20% above 1976-78 June avg
POULTRY & EGGS
Broiler-fryers . . plentiful'
Marketing rates to be up 9-10%
from 1978, and 14-15% above
1976-78 June avg.
Turkey , plentiful Supplies to
be 24-26% above June 1978 and
22% above 1976-78 June avg
Both new turkey production and
cold storage holdings to be well
above year-earlier
Eggs ... plentiful Output to be
3% above last year and 5-6%
above 1976-78 June avg
MILK & DAIRY PRODIOCTS
Milk & dairy proacts .
plentiful Overall demand for
milk will be up. in part because
manufacturers are rebuilding
their stocks of butter and
cheese. But production of milk
and dairy products will exceed
demand in June
FRUITS, VEGETABLES & NUTS
Fresh peaches, plums, and nec•
tarines., . adequate Fresh sweet
cherries and apricots . ade-
quaarr resit Haviallarepapay as
.. light, due to adverse weather
Fresh strawberries. . adequate
barring weather damage. Major
processed deciduous fruits such
as peaches and pears ... light
nearing seasonal low point and
inventories of these Canned
items at processors' warehouses
will be light Fresh oranges.
limes, and lemons ... adequate
but grapefruit. light Crinned
and frozen citrus juices . .
adequate Dried prunes . .
adequate, and raisins ... light
Processed vegetables . . . ade-
quate overall, with supplies o'
individual items ranging from
light to plentiful Canned sweet
corn and sweet potatoes
plentiful Canned lima beans,
snap beans, beets. carrots,
frozen vegetables, including
lima beans, broccoli, carrots,
and cut sweet corn ... adequate.
Potatoes . . plentiful, due to
large storage stocks and a
spring crop 27% above the 1978
reduced level Holdings of
frozen potatoes at end of Mar
were below the large year-earlier
levels. and 6% below 1976-78
average
Onions... plentiful. Spring crop
to total 13% more than 1978 crop
and 6% above average.
Peanuts . . plentifui. Record
1978 crop was 7% larger than
1977 crop, but commercial
stocks at end of Mar were down
5% __from year-earlier levels.
Almonds and walnuts . . . ade-
quate.
GRAINS & LEGUMES
Rice ... plentiful The 1978 crop
was 39% above 1977 crop and
20% above 1975-77 avg
Wheat . . . plentiful. Although
1978 crop was 12% below that of
1977 and 15% below 1975-77
avg large carryover stocks will
keep supplies plentiful
Corn ... plentiful for U Stood
needs The 1978 crop was 10%
above year-earlier :eve' and 15%
abOve 1975-77 avg
Dry beans ... plentiful The 197&,
crop was 15% above year-earlie
level and 11% above 1975-77
avg Larger-than-usual carry-
over stocks are also adding totomatoes, and tomato products supply levels.. adequate Canned and frozen—
green peas and spinach ... light Dry split peas. _. plentiful The
due to reduced packs last year 1978 crop was more than 31/2
but frozen snap beans, times as large as 1977 drought-
cauliflower, and sweet cam-on- reduced crop and -80% larger
the-cob plentiful. Other major friar) 1975-77 avg
The Kentuck Association of
Future Farmers of America
will hold its Golden
Anniversary Convention in
Louisville, June 6-8, at the
Galt House. Approximately
members and advisors
expected to attend r the
meeting.
Featured speakers at the
convention will include
Charley Willey, who is in
public relations for John
Deere & Company, Moline,
ni.; Kenneth Kennedy, Cadiz,
and Kevin Drane, Nineveh.
Ind., central region national
FFA vice president.
Kennedy and Drane will
address the third session,
which will begin at 8:30
Thursday morning, June 7.
Kennedy served as Kentucky
FFA president in 1962-63 and
as national president in 1964-
65. Drane is a past president of
his state's association and is
majoring in agriculture
education at Purdue
University. He is currently on
a year's leave of absence to
fulfill his duties as a national
officer.
Willey will speak at the
convention's final session 9
a.m. on Friday, June 8.. His
speech will focus on leader-
ship development.
The first state convention of
Kentucky FF-A was held in
April 1930 with delegates from
25 local chapters. In 1937, the
organization was able to
purchase an abandOned
Civilian Conservation Corps
camp in Hardinsburg to
develop as -a leadership
training center. Now, there
are more than 15,000 members
in the 162 local chapters of
Kentucky FFA.
State president is Rodney S.
Cude,, Lowes. State advisor is
Robert L. Kelley, director of
the agribusiness, natural
resources and environmental
oecapations education unit in
the Bureau of Vocational,
Education, Department. of
Education. •
, Clothing will last longer
and look fresher if you brush
it after each wearing, mend' 
whenneeded, spot clean and
hang up when taken off, say
Extension clothing specialists
with UK's College of Agri-
culture.
Grow it your way
...with our crop money.
Growing crops your business
Ours ,s financing agneutture
Went the farm credit people
Thais oer specialty
So when you re got a
(topping plan that calls for
.- ash, count on PCA
leaders in Crop financing
We understand your needs, taiga
and small And we re committed to
helping you achieve your goals
You II knd that PCA has the flexibility
to tailor loan terms and re-
- payment to lit your particu-
lar play, We hear you talk
mg We understand And
with your sound plan and
our money, you can grow
crops your Way
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N. 4th St.
Murray; Ky. 753-5602
LET'S TALK.
Terminology Used: PLENTIFUL — More than enough for requiremelts ADEQUATE — Enough to meet
normal needs LIGHT — Less than adequate not enough for normal needs
F'MA 10-79 May' 1979
ATLANTA, Ga. & Growers
will harvest a bumper onion
7rop from late May through
June, according to marketing
specialists of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA). The onion quality is
reported as excellent and
prices should be low.
• The specialists estimate the
Texas onion harvest at 16
percent more than last year's
crop, for a total of 3.9 million
hundredweight. This is the
spring harvest, which
represents about 25 percent of
our annual onion harvest.
They expect heavy shipments
of onions from the Rio Grande
r • . •
•
Valley and other southern




shipping-Prices to be lower
than usual from late---Mr
through the end of Jure,
Shipping point prices for the
first week of May per 50-pound
bag were $2.50 or less for
medium onions 2 to 3ii inches
in diameter, compared to a
range of $2.50 to $3 in early
May 1978 and an average of
$3.90 in May' 1977.




6O-ecienTrtg Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
Glowing with the sunlight sweetness, honey has been 4of summer and perfumed sy m b °tic entry in ticwith the fragrance of 'Wild- weddinvseremonies sinceflowers, honey from the.. ancient- times. From its trath-comb is the purest of all tional use in the rnarrog•foods. Also this golden sacrament comes the o
product of bees _ his been "honeymoon."
enjoyed by man since the Over the years hUne),first days of recordedhistory. also figured prominent!.
Besides being delicious to the practice of folk mecii,_o,ethe taste, honey is healthful A tablespoon of honey at !• -
to the body. Nutritionists say evening meal Was oro.t,--contains traces of iron, remedy for insomnia Mix-.,lcopper, manganese, silica, with vinegar, it was oo.-chlorine, siridiuni7 phos- sidered excellent fur coug./.1.iphotos, magnesium, protein It was used to control
and vitamins in the right cramps and as a
quantities to serve the needs healing agent ter fof the normal individual. It is Chewing a piece it h.
a sweet that many diabetics comb was used to ro
can tolerate. It helps babies breathing-tract ditticultooretain calcium and thus grow Raising or keeping d • -stronger limbs and better stands of bees around titeeth. Then as a carbohydrate homestead has - loot •food, it is unsurpassed. advised by professionalHoney is truly, as it has culturists as an adjunct t ,been called, a "golden, won- dening and orchardiro.der." It contains such a high stand or two of bees, econcentration of sugars that professionals say, will 77-when exposed to contamina- more fruit-and vegetabi-tion, bacteria cannot' live for fact the isillinatingmore than an hour or two in of bees give to agricultu.,properly ripened honey. More times the value theirthan that, it cannot be brings-on the market.adulterated without easy Yes, indeed, little%detection. If mixed with corn wonderful food-Al Jsyrup, it separates. If diluted of all that is pure at
with water, it fernients and To take a bite of this e „„no one has been able to wonder. as Donald Cult. ischeapen, or improve upon this Peattie once said, is t "•product of nature. take of a sacrament sso .Because 'of its purity and nature."
slightly more expensive, but
shipping point prices are still
about $1 per 50-pound bag
cheaper than May of last year
-and $2 cheaper than May 1977.
The onions are the' Granex-
Grano variety with the yellow
skins, the less than round
shape and an often slightly
flattened top. They are mild in
flavor, ideal for slicing and
eating raw, and good for
cooking.
ard or firm onions that are
very dry and have small necks
are the best to buy. They
should be covered with papery
outer scales and be
reasonably free from green
sunburn spots and other
blernishei Avoid' onions with
wet or very soft necks which
usually are immature or af-
fected by decay. Also avoid
onions with thich, hollow,
woody centers in the neck or
with fresh sprouts.
Onions store well in a cool,
dry, well-ventilated place.
High temperatures and high
humidity cause them to sprout
and decay. Onions store
longer in a closed com-
partment under refrigeration.
One, 21/2 inch onion, contains
about one fourth of the
recoantree--nded daily
allowance of eitamin C for
adults and has only 40
calories.
Rabbit Grading, Inspection
Service Withdrawn By USDA
ATLANTA, Ga. - The U. S
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) has withdrawn
federal rabbit grading and
inspection services for 18
months from a Louisville, Ky.,
processor.
The consent order, effective
April 25, follows allegations
that in 1976 William E. Malan,
operator of Agri-Industries
International, Inc., Columbus,
Ohio, had repackaged rabbit
meat into plastic bags
carrying the U.S. Grade A
shield, when the meat had not
been graded by an authorized
USDA grader. The rabbit
meat was subsequently
supplied to the U.S. Navy
under a contract which
Specified "US. Grade A"
rabbits. Under the terms of
the consent order, Mason
neither admitted nor denied Meat Cut Quizthe allegations.
The fraudulent use of of-,_
ficial federal grade marks is
in violation of the Agricultural-,
Marketing Act of 1946.
Grading and inspection of
rabbits is a voluntary service
provided for a fee by USDA's




ATLANTA, Ga. - A spring A
or summer cook-out just isn't
complete without "good 'ole"
baked beans to accompany
grilled hot dogs and ham-
burgers.
Fortunately, dried' beans
are in plentiful supply
throughout May, according to
U. S. Department of
Agriculture marketing
specialists. So, be sure to add
dry beans to your next grocery
list. Remember, dry beans
supply plenty of protein, iron
and the B vitamins, especially
thiamine.
Try this tasty recipe for
Boston baked beans:
Boston Baked Beans
2 cups dry navy beans
6 cups (1-,-2 quarts) water
k4 pound salt pork, cut in
chunks or slices
1½ teaspoon salt
J.v cup brown sugar, packed
1 teaspoon dry mustard
2 teaspoons chopped onion
te cup dark molasses
koil beans in water 2
minutes. Soak 1 hour or
overnight, if preferred. Add
salt pork and salt to beans and
simmer until _beans are ten-
der, about 1-le hours. Drain;
save kt cup liquid. Place
beans in a 3-quart casserole.
Combine bean cooking
liquid, brown sugar, mustard,
onion and molasses. Pour over
beans. ,Bake uncovered at 359
degrees F. for 1 hour or until
beans are lightly browned on
top and of desired consistency.
Do you have any left-over/
baked beans° Once you haie
FARMERS!










We Will Bo Closed
Sat.& Sun.
Until Aug. 15th





baked a good-sized pot of
beans, you have a start toward
several quick meals. The next
three recipes are for easily-




2 cups baked beans
4 large slices fresh tomato
4 strips bacon
Toast one side of bread
under broiler. Spread beans
on untoasted side; top with
tomato and bacon. Return to
broiler for a few minutes, until
bacon is crisp and beans are
heated through. Serves 4.
FOR VARIETY: Omit
bacon; top beans with a slice
of cheese and lay slice of
tomato on top Broil until




Where does it come from?
How is it identified?
A. it is cut from the arm
picnic, and is the lower
part of the pork shoulder
with the shank removed.
It contains the round
arm , bone, surrounded
by shoulder muscles in
terspered with fat. The
outside is covered with
la thin layer of fat.
Q. Vito* is it prepared? .
A. By roasting. Place arm
roast on a rack in an
open roasting pan. Do
not add water; do not
.cover. Insert meat ther-
mometer so it is centered
in roast and not resting
in fat or on bone. Cook
in a slow oven 1.325*F.1
to well done 1170*F.I.
Allow 30 to 35 minutes
per pound- --for-- roasting:
An arm roast can be cut
in cubes for kabobs, and
the bone and trimmings
used for the preparation
of soul food.
cheese melts and beans are
heated through. • ---
Bean-Tomato Bake
3 cups baked beans
its cups canned or cooked
tomatoes
Put beans in baking dish.
Pour tomatoes over them and
bake at 350 degrees F. about 30
minutes. Serves _4._
Bean Patties
2 cups baked beans
1 egg, beaten
Fine dry bread crumbs •
Bacon drippings or other fat
for browning
Mash beans, mix with egg.
Shape into patties (8 small or 4
large) and roll in crumbs.
Brown on both sides in a little
hot fat. Serves 4.
Annual Interest
On CCC Loans To
Increase 9 Percent
The Calloway County ASCS
Office has received notice that
the annual interest rate on
Commodity credit Cor-
poration CCC) loans for 1979
crop commodities will be 9
percent. This increase was
announced by Ray Fitz_gerald,
CCC Executive - Vice
President.
The increased CCC interest
rate reflects an increase to the
CCC in the cost of money that
it borrows from the U. S.












We'd love to see you in person every time you bankwith us. But you're busy. We know that. That's whywe offer Bank-By-Mail. We'll provide you withmailing envelopes and deposit slips. You mail themin with your deposit. We'll send back the receipt.



















South, Murray DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc. Telephone753-2617























are thumbing their noses at a
challenge from the federal
government's No. 1 health
official to spend $80 million to
encourage children not to
smoke,
The major cigarette makers
maintain their $800 million
advertising and promotion
budgets are not directed at




Welfare Secretary Joseph A.
CaWan°, Jr.; in an. April .26
speech in --&an Franclstre, --
challenged cigarette makers
"to put some of their ad-
vertising dollars where their
corporate rhetoric is."
He suggested that the
companies spend 10 percent of
their ad budgets on a cam-
paign to urge children not to
smoke and to warn young
women of the danger smoking




Curtis H. Judge, quoted a
passage from the recent
Surgeon General's Report on
Smoking and Health that said
'the influence of the mass





EFFECTIVE MAY 18th, 1979
Residents of Murray and Calloway County may dump
residential carhop free of charge at the city owned
landfill IF:
1. Thera is a city sticker ON the VEHICLE or
2. The resident has a currant city sticker receipt
with their drivers license.
. THERE WILL BE A CHARGE TO ALL INDIVIDUALS DUM-
PING CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL OR TIRES AT THE
CITY OWNED LANDFILL.
Haulers for hire will be considered cminarcial 
customers regardless of the material being dumped
and will be charged.
Approved by the Public Works Committee of the City












Then, each day you ye got your choice
ot a Bakeditptato or French Fries. Toast
.any Drink. and a trip to our Soup n
Saiad Bar
SIRWIN STOCKADE



















Open 7 sin. to 6 p.m.
Phone 753.50114
6 Days A Weak
Inured Summer Storage
SHIRTSLAUNDERED ANDPRESSED TO PERFECTIONGOOD ALL WEEKON HANGERSOR FOLDED45 CIP
EA.
makes an easy and tempting




Lorillard, agrees that children
should not smoke. However, to
our knowledge, nobody knows
why children begin to smoke.
including experts in the field,"
Judge said.
Although the new govern-
ment survey released April 26
showed the percentagge of
teenage smokers had fallen
since 1974 from 16.percent to
12 percent, Califano said there
were 1.77 million girls and 1.6
million boys between ages 12
and 18 who were regular
smokers..
- Raymond J. Mulligan,
president of the Liggett
Group, responded to Califano
that it should be left to
mothers and fathers to use
"their own free will in
discouraging their children
from starting to smoke or
continuing smoking."
- Mulligan-- added that
government intrusion would
only encourage many young to
do "the very opposite of that
which the government ad-
vocates." Mulligan said the
industry does not try to en-





PINEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The state fire marshal's office
will be asked to assist inothe
investigation of a fire whicp
destroyed one building and
damaged several others in
Pineville's business district.
Fire Chief Billy Robbins
said city firefighters were
called to the Hopkins
Department Store about 4
a.m. CDT Sunday--and sub-
sequently asked for,help from
departments in Barbourville
and Middlesboro. The blaze
was under control about 21/2
hours later, but the chief said
firemen remained in the area
Sunday night to keep the
rubble cool.
The Hopkins building was
destroyed, Robbins said, while
two or three other structures
suffered smoke and water
damage. Robbins estimated
damages at roughly $130,000 to
$1445,000, including $80,000 in
damages to the building.
One fireman was slightly
injured when he fell into an
area where a wall had caved
but did not require
hospitalization, Robbins said.
The Hopkins store was
located at the corner of
Kentucky Avenue and Cherry.
Street, "almost.. .in the heart
of the business district,"
Robbins said.





The Union Grove Church of
Christ, located near Penny at
the intersection of Penny-
Airport Road and Poor Farm
Road, opened a gospel
meeting on Sunday, June 3.
Guest speaker for the
services is William C. Hatcher
of West Palm Beach, Fla,
Directing the song service is
Ralph Ray.
Services are being held at
7:30 each evening through
Thursday, June 7.
The public is invited and
urged to attend these services,-
a church spokesman said.
You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We wont volume - sell cheaper.




FORT KNOX, Ky. — Pvt.
Michael J. Ethridge, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William T.
Ethridge, 110-A Walnut
Court, Benton, recently
completed training as an ar-
mor reconnaissance
specialist under the One
Station Unit Traliing 40SUT)'
Program at Fort Knox, Ky.
OSUT is a 13-week period
which combines basic com-
bat training and advanced
individual training. Students
received instruction in the
use of various kinds of
weapons, maintenance of
armor vehicles, map reading,
communications, artillery
adjustments, and mines and
demolitions. Ethridge en-
tered the Army in January of
this year.
Dkvis' Birthday Party
Has New Note Of Pride
FAIRVIEW, Ky. (AP) —
This year's observance of
Jefferson Davis' birthday had
a new note of pride. It was the
first celebration since Davis'
citizenship rights were
restored by Congress, nearly
4̀30.years after he died in New
Orleans.
President Carter signed the
bill Oct. 18 restoring
citizenship to Davis that many
gathered here Sunday thought
was long Iverdue. The
restoration was retroactive to
Dec. 25, 1868, when President
Andrew Johnson granted
general amnesty to Con-
federate prisooners.
"Of course, it should have'
happened long ago. Jefferson
Davis should have been in
some hall of fame even before
he died," said Clarice
McKinney of Cadiz.
Mrs. McKinney has been a
member of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy
for more than 25 years and a
leader in the group's annual
tribute to the man who was the
president of the Confederacy.
The restoration of Davis'
citizenship resulted in art
expanded observance of the
birthday this year. Activities
included three performances
of a drama by the Pennyrile




Davis' family left Ken-
tuckyy when he was a child.
But in his last speech in
Kentucky, he referred to the




And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like- you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will, too.





You can get $1,500 cash or up to $2,003 for college
tuition when you join the Army Reserve in Murray.
You will also learn a skill which could prepare you
for high paying civilian jobs; earn a retirerhent pen-
sion; get low cost group life insurance and more.
You will earn all this by serving one weekend a
month and two weeks each year with the Murray -
Army Reserve Unit.
This bonus offer is for a limited time only, so don't
wait. Find out today if you are qualified for the Ar-




Out Of Town Call Collect
Unprecedented...






























• Now used in offices, schools,
hospitals labs, even at home
• No prior knowledge of computing
is required to use the TRS-80
• TRS-80 is the world's most widely
used small computer
• Fully wired and tested—
NOT a kit
• Designed and manufactured in
the USA by Radio Shack
VISA' CHARGE IT (MOST STORES)




Reg. 599.00 Reg. 988.00
$499* $888*
'Level refers to version of BASIC language:
Level II is faster, more complete. Level and
memory can be expanded. All systems
include 232-page users manual and game








Start summer off with something important for your business,
school or vacationing student—a TR.S-80 Computer system
that's not only designed and built by Radio Shack but already—
h.as over 100.000 users worldwide.
Here's a quote from a very recent letter that may explain why
TRS-80 is one of the true electronic breakthrough products crf
our time.
"Our faculty has investigated all options for teaching equipment.
and we are convinced that the best possible hardware for our
teaching needs is in Tandy Radio Shack's multiple TRS-80
systems (They) will enable us to teach a greater number of
students at the beginning level, to allow more advanced students
to go as far as they want . to learn additional languages as
software becomes available and to learn applications of the
computer to other courses as well as Math."
Of course business, financial and professional people are aware
that TRS-80 has broken the price barrier and use it to help with
investment analysis, budget management, payroll and
accounting. and even teach math or other subjects.
YOU CAN COUNT ON RADIO SHACK: WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
. Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.











PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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Collins Says She's Not Worried
About Investigation Of Corruption
By CHARLES WOLFE
AssocIated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. tAPI -
A federal investigation of
alleged corruption in state
government likely will be a
popular Republican campaign
issue for the November
general election. But Martha
Layne Collins, the Democratic
nominee for lieutenant
governor, says she is not
worried . for herself or'
gubernatorial nominee John
Y. Brown Jr. .
U.S. District Judge Bernard
T. Moynahan Jr. last week
ordered a special grand jury
empaneled here 1-n hear
evidence gathered during a
lengthy FBI investigation.
But Mrs. Collins said in-
dictments, if issued, "would
not be reflective of me or Mr.
Brown."
As for the investigation
itself, she said, -If there's
something wrong, punishment
should be dealt. If not, the air
should be cleared."
She made the statements
'during WLEX-TV's Your
Government, a public affairs
program that aired Sunday.
Asked about her party's
unity after a heated primary
canunpaign, Mrs. Collins































































































38 Mental in,- 51 Hurried
ages -51 Let it stand




44 For exam: 60 As written._
Pie: Abbr- •Mus.
46 Negative 62 State. Abbr
46..FiaSP 64 Cooled lava
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by trirted Feature Srraiu-. a,- mil.
scars, but I feel confident we
can put it together."
She added that Brown held a
meeting last week to reunite
party factions and that she
and Brown would work closely
in the campaign.
However, there were in-
dications last week of a party
split. Former Gov. Albert B.
"Happy" Chandler publi_cly
blasted Brown on Friday and
said he would support Louie B.
Nunn, the GOP nominee.
"I think that's unfortunate::
Mrs. Collins said. "I would
have hoped he (Chandler)
would have helped us put the
party together."
One who will work in the
canunpaign is- Sen. Wendell
Ford, D-Ky.. Mrs. talins
said, adding Gov. Julian
Carroll also would campaign.
President Carter offered
assistance to Brown shortly
after his election and Mrs.
Collins said she talked Friday
by telephone with First Lady
Rosalynn Carter. But she said
she did not know whether the
Carters would visit 'Kentucky
on _ behalf of Democratic
candidates.
Mrs. Collins said she would
emphasize her public record,
rather thann attacking her
Republican opponent, Hal
Rogers.
"I understand he's a fine
genntleman and he's a lawyer
from Somerset, but I don't
r
now very much about him,"
she said.
• Mrs._ Collins' victory sur-
prised many political ols:
servers, some of whom picked
runner-up William M. Cox.
She disputed Cox's claim
that he lost the election
because a third candidate,
James C. Vernon, said Cox
was under FBI investigation.
She also dehled that the Cox-
Vernon controversy was a
lucky break for her campaign.
-Some people were sur-
prised, but the 109,000 people
out there who voted for me
weren't surprised," she said.
"You can speculate all you
want to, but we had a game
plan and we won fairly and
squarely, nutty opinion.',.
Four Die In Weekend
Accidents In State
By The Associated Press
Four persons died in
weektnd traffic accidents on
Kentucky highways, raising
the state's toll for the year to
327, compared with 301
through the Same period in
1978. '
No fatalities were irprrrted
-Sunday.
Billy Ray Morgan, 9, of
rural Lexington died Friday







itO .1/11NG Al IttAi SOON
struck by a car while riding
his bicycle on the Houston-
Antioch Road, state police
said. The accident occurred
about 9 miles from Paris._ •
A single vehicle crash
Friday night in Cranks Creek
took the life of a Harlan
County teenager. State police
said yticky Simpson, 19. of
Cranks, died when his
motorcycle struck a log and
went out of control on Ken-
tucky 568-.
Police said 5-year-old
Jennifer Barnette of New
Boston, Ohio, was struck and
killed by a vehicle Saturday
afternoon on Kentucky 30 near
Hendricks in Magoffin
County. No charges were filed
in the accident.
A Louisville woman died
Saturday morning in a two-car
accident on Manslick Road.
Jefferson. County authorities
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GOD IS LOVE. I John 4 8.
"But seek ye first the
kmgdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
tnings shall be added unto
You " Matthew 6 33 24 hour
Phone, answered by qpiors
ser7ts NOT A TAPE .759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
S.• e Hear our broadcast















que, 75 years ex-
perience. Roberson Hilt-
Burger inn, 413 S. 4th
Si. 733.915).
REAL OLD fashioned
hickory smoked bar b q, by
me shoulder or by the pound,
packaged to go at Big Joe's










DO YOU OWN ANY
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REDUCE SAFE and fast
with GoBese Tablets and E
yap "water pills" Holland
Drug, 109 54th Street
SALVAGE PANEUNG
CENTER
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WHAT WE do but is we.Needline, 753-6.333.
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST. GOLD Cocker Spaniel
in vicinity of Murray High.
753 1462 or 753 1805.
6. HELP WANTED
BE YOUR own boss this
summer. Earn good moneyas an Avon Representative
Fresh air Friendly people.
Flexible hours. For details
call Connie White. 753-5750. 
EXPERIENCED PALLID
body man. 753 7357 or 753-
4509.
HOUSEKEEPER, FOR
elderly couple. ca1r753-1634. 
L-58. EARN 'EXTRA ftsciney
immediate full and part time
sales positions. Salary
guarenteed We will train.
Call (502) 899 3241, 
PART TIME . JOB for
dependable person to do
medical exams for insurance
companies in area. Some
medical knowledge needed.
RN, LPN, or Ex-military




babysit with infant in our
home, 5 days a week, 8 am
till 5pm. Call 489 2742 
WANTED: MEN and women
between ages of 16 and 23, no
experience required. Job
title Forestry Aid, housing
and meats furnished at
reasonable rates For in
formation contact your local
county employment office,




WOMEN WOULD like to
hang wall paper and paint
Can atter 3 prrl,'437 4617.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
MANAGER FOR new
Minnens store opening- soon
in Murray. Experienced
retail person preferred.
Write ,Minnens, Inc., P 0.
Box 993, Paducah, KY 49001.
Give eli pertinent
educational and employment
background. An equal op
por tu int y employer. ,
13. SALE OR TRADE 
FOR SALE or trade; for a
Chevelle, Camaro, Charger..
A 1974 Olds Torinado, full
Power, tilt wheel, AM-FM
stereo Call 759 1203 after 4
Pm. 
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS Call after 5 pm,
474 8838
JUNK CARS deliver oe"-eritt
pick up. Call /74 8854 or 527-
1315.
WANTED-TO buy standing
timber, top prices paid. 489.
2334.
WAN'T TO buy a --111--foot
aluminum Jon boat. Can 753-
8393.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
WE --BUY and,sell uSed air




pecan bedroom suite, with 4
Poster bed, chest of drawers
and vanity, 5950 436 2415
FOR SALE - Used white
couch Call 753 6060 _
FULL SIZE bedroom suite
with dressee-and chest of
drawers, very nice. Call 753..
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
FOR SALE Eureka vacuum









Quincy, Ingersoll Rand, etc
Sales, Parts and Service. 442
934 - - •_ •• _ -•-_.
BEAUTIFUL ARKANSAS
native stone Will deliver.
Call after 7 pm, (501) 448-
3764.
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET,
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants, discontinued




grade school and high school,
sets, $100 per set. Cell 753
7737.
NOTICE,*
The _City of Hazel, Kentucky is a section 3
project area pursuant, to section 3 of the Housing
and Urban Development Act of 1968, 12 U.S.C. 1701
u All residents of the City who are skilled,
semiskilled or unskilled laborers in residential'con-
struction related activities, or-who are interested in
becoming trainees in OM areas, should contact
the Hazel Community Development Agency, 302
Main Street, 4928142, for possible referral to con-
tractors seeking such laboiers. The Agency will act
only in making referrals, and cannot guarantee that
persons referred for employment will be employed.
Referrals will be made without regard to race,
color, religion, national origin, sex or age.
24. MISCELLANEOUS 
•FOR SACE. oak arm chair
school desk, adult size. Make
nice phone stands, children's
desk, or Sunday School, chairs 13.50 each, cheaper in
quantities. Paris Landing
Country Store, just off 79 on
Highway 119 Phone 644119.
FOR SALE. one Burley plant
bed ready to set Call 753 0672
after 6 pm. 
LARGE CAN drink machine,
3350. For information phone
753-7737.
SUPER SAVING on carpet
and vinyl remnants,
discontinued paint, in stock
wallpaper; discontinued
carpet samples; and ladders.We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner. We do
custom picture framing.
Sherwin Williams, 753 3321.
WORMS, RED worms, Rite
crawlers, Rex's Worm
Farm, Irvan Cobb Road,
Highway 732. Phone 436 5891.
26. TV-RADIO
COLORED T.V. for sale,
MagOavox. Call 759-1925.
25 INCH COC.OR console, $50
492 8648
WANTED;, RESRONWALE- _ _party to take up payments on
25- color t.v. J & B
7531575.
27. MOB. NOME SALES
DOUBLE WIDE trailer, 2/0
Riveria Couris. Call 753.8620.
1971 MORGAN MOBILE
home, 12 X 60, all electric.
Priced to sell. Call 437-4816.
1975 OLYMPIC, 12 X 50, 2
bedroom, fully furnished,
62700 or best otter. Call 753
7737.
TRAILER FOR sale: 10 X 55,
2 bedroom. Call 753 91114 or
753 1551.
12. x 60 1974 WAYSIDE,
Specious two bedroom,
central air, underpinning,
tie downs, storage shed. Call
436-2625 or 474-2226.
1979 14 X 70. VICTORIAN.
35411669.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
TRAILER FOR rent. See
Mrs. Brandon Dill, Dill's
Trailer Court. No phone calls
please.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, one mile from city on
121 $outh, water and garbage
pickup furnished. Call 753
5405, after 6 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT AND sleeping
room for rent, close to




preferred No pets. 6165 per
month Call 753 6931.
ONE ROOM efficiency
apartment for rent Located
near campus on corner of
Olive and 16th Street. Rental
. $85. Call 753-6737 or 753 3427
ONE BEDROOM. basement
'apartment, private bath and
entrance. 625 deposit 753
8294.
TWO BEDROOM townhouse
apartment, all carpet, range,
refrigerator, disposal,
washer I and dryer hookup.'central air. Call 753 7550
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
SLEEPING ROOMS. Newly
redecorated, ono block from
University, $70 per month,
utilities furnished. Call 759
4909 or 753 1812.
'34. MOUSES FOR RENT
NICE TWO bedroom house
for rent, one block from
college Married couples
only Inekire at 1/08 Poplar
THREE BEDROOM house
with good well. Call 1 345
2205.










Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
_elemirmemmemmmew 












753 3277 after 5pm. •
FOUR MONTHS black
Labrador Retriever, AKC
registered. 436 2005  
MUST FIND a good home
immediately for a male
Persian, neutered and
declawed cat, in excellent
, health. Good for older
couple. Call in the evenings,
753-7450.




$150 Call 753 8056 '
I
AK( Ilipeciforell r iiiiiiri
Poodle, Puppiits. Chwaplea
lieeethno owtsterdinq con-
firnoeiioin and dupe save
None 449 2742
43. REAL ESTATE 
1-2 ACRES KENTUCKY lake,
600 feet of lake frontage, 4
coves, dam side of J ohm) than
Creek Easy access from
Benton Aurora area. The
number to develope resorts,
same cove. Call (5021, 247-






With The Frwndls Touch'.
WHAT YOU'VE
ALWAYS WANTED
IN A HOME . . . Ex-
cellent location, 4 BR.,
2 baths, study, dining
rm., fireplace, fenced
in back yard. Central
gas heat, central elec-
tric AC. - extra
storage. All this and
many more extras
make this a home you
must see Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
IT'S r'IN" to be "OUT"!
Healthy air and quiet
surroundings can be yours by
coiling 753.1492. 2 bedroom
ffame.' redecorated with
wallpaper and car-
peting . approximately 1/2
acre lot with 3 stall barn for
those horses you've always
wanted. Get out of the city
and enjoy country
living. .call 753 1492 and let
us show you more about this






Water front lots have
gentle sloping terrain
down to the water so
that you can launch
your boat from your
house site. Lake view
lots have a lake access
area nearby. All of lots
have nice wooded
building sites. These
are located in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff







Highly rewarding career in Sales,
TERNATIONAL organization needs career
minded representative to service and in-
crease established accounts. RAPID ad-
vancement opportunity available based
on Merit. Must have car and be bon-
dable.
Send brief resume to:
Bob Purdy




RN's and LPN's, full or part time em-'
ployment on the 3 to 11 shift or 11 to 7
shift at Care Inn Nursing Home, 4th and
Indiana Ave., Mayfield, Kentucky. Ex-
cellent salary, insurance plans with PSC
drug card, credit union and paid holidays
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
Pruleauunal Sei-s it es
With The Friendly Touch"
LOTS FOR THE







ea. or together for
$4,250. Call for details.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
BEEN LOOKING long";
Here's your ansWer! 2
bedroom brick with gas
heal. basement. .close to
downtown and
hospital.. priced in the 520's
Call 753 1492 or Judy at 437
4446.. offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
Three bedroom char-




utility bills. Phone us










development this spring. Ail
lots are large. . most are
approximately an acre Lots
suitable for various types of
homes. Complete subdivision
encompasses 49 acres mi. 36
lots to be sold for only
9.35,000 Call 753 1492 or
Brenda at 753 8221.. offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors
Professional Services




property has it all. 2
bedroom, living rm.,
kitchen & bath in
living quarters. Store
has 3,300 sq. ft. Al] fix-
tures & equipment on
inside go with proper-
ty. Located on 641
South about 4 miles
from City. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
43. REAL ESTATE
COUNTRY LIVING at its
oest in this older home on
irvan Cobb Road The home
nas 2 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room.. dining room and
bath. The best part is the
acre of ground with garden
spot, apple trees, peach
trees, pear and cherry trees
and grape arbor Good well 3
coal grate fireplaces, and
more for only $13,500. The






the marvelous view of
Ky. Lake from this
lovely lake home.
Living room and for-
mal dining room plus
family room with
Franklin fireplace,
Central heat and air
plus all appliances.
Large lake view lot







NICE OLDER home in New
Providence plus 50 X 20
building for most any use.
Home includes 4 beclroomS,
living room, dining room,
bath and utility room. Home
sits on 3/4 acre lot and
building across Street also
sits on L. acre lot. Home
seperate is 518,750 building
is $15,000. Both together,
9.33,500. The Nelson Shroat
Co 759 1707
South 121h at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511051
Only seconds- from




Large lot. Majority of
furniture. Blood River
Subdivision. $9,000.00.
Do you want space to
have a home, garden,'
orchard and trees? If
so, then you will want
orte_Of the five acre
mini-farms located
within a quarter of
mile 'of the lake. These
wooded homesites are
located on Ky 1918 a
blacktop road in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff
area. Phone and elec-





balance at less than




or call Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.
NEW OFFICE NOUNS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7 30 til 5:00
Pries of
NAIRCUT $2.00 PRICE SNAVE $1.25Iiir NNW a bows Nis Nem se 751 1411 ONO iteyU *New. *evert Peek Service
It's a fact_ When you call us we
put 2,000 Homes For Living offices
at your service.
If you're buying or selling, we
can assist you here and in 9,000
communities throughout the United
States and Canada.
We serve buyers and sellers With
our exclusive Hornet For Living
A LOT FOR
A LITTLE
Lots of home for the
money on this at-
tractive home just
listed. Two story home
has 3 or 4 bedrooms
and located on lovely


















11/2 bath home in rustic
setting near Ky. Lake.
On extra large lot with
additional lots
available, central heat
and air with fireplace
thermostat con-
nections. Not pictured










Cropland, timber, eight acre
lake, good road access.
Telephone and electric on
property. Only I 2 mile from
Kentucky Lake. Reasonably
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 1111 Sycamore







Ph , 9011479-298R 479-37(3
South Fulton T,rin
For your vacation or
retirement living you
must see this lake
front home. It is
situated on a beautiful
water-front lot
overlooking the
Cypress Bay area of
the lake. A glass en-
closed porch offers a
spectacular view of
the water activities of





provide a place to dock
your boat and also a
place from which to
fish. Call its for-art-ay





or call Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.
magazine which features pictures,
prices and descriptions of homes
for sale fromocity to city. Buyers
can see the home you want to sell.
. . you can see the home•you want
to buy . . all with our Homes For
Living magazine-magic.
Call us today.




wires lit WI (NOW 753-141











You'll know the real
meaning of home
when you -see this well
constructed, newly








heat and air. Located
on a 160 x 350 lot. You
must see it to ap-
preciate the quality.
This may be just the
house you have been




3 ACRE LOTS with city
water available...iust five
minutes from city limits
Guy Spann Realty, 753-7724 
FOR SALE: 4 lots on Ken
tucky lake, near Morgan's
boat dock. Call 753-0935. 
LAKE LOTS of your choice
from $1200 up. Guy Spann
-Rea1T97757- /124.
LARGE BEAUTIFUL
wooded lot, 4 miles east of
Murray. Also timber for sale
Call 753.7551.
TWO LOTS for sale: CroPPY
Hollow, 3 pump pump shed,
utility pole, septic, 14 X 70
concrete slab. $5,000 firm.
436 2193.
•
1974 GRAN PRIX for sale or
trade, low mileage, excellent
condition. 753-6953 •
1974 MONTE CARLO mid-
night blue with white vinyl
top, 40,000 miles, loaded, in
excellent condition. 767-2557.
MUST SELL, 1973 Dodge
Dart Sport with a lot of ex-
tras, Phone 753-6186.
1971 VOLVO, 4 CYLINDER,
good mileage, local, one
owner, excellent condition
< Call 753 9289
a
UnNO Feature Syndicate. it
30- -A-CR ES WITH 1500 feet
road frontage, fenced with
Pond, one , mile east of
Hardin, 72 mile off Highway
80 on black top road. Can 437-
4633.
COUNTRY HOME, 2
bedrooms, 2.3 acres, reduced
toS12,900. Call 436.2516
New HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. For more details call
753 5167.
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built-in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W-D connections,
lots of storage, walk-in
closets. Low S60's.
Appointment only, 753 4133
or (713) 526-1592. 3844 Lake




washer and stereo sound
System. Low utilties. Call
Custom Built, 753.0984 for
appointment: Monday
through Friday 9 till 5,
'Sundays 2 till 5.
1977 YAMAHA TT 500, dirt
bike, most sell, good con-
dition. Call 436.2317. 
125 YAMAHA MOTO-
CYCLE, completely rebuilt,
9.300 Call 753 1946.
310 G CASE CRAWLER
motor, 1968 model. 1962
Chevrolet dump-truck, single
axle trailer for transporting
loader. Call 436-2275.
1974 AMC HORNET, low
mileige, good condition. Call
753-8803.
1970 COUGAR, GOOD
condition, must sell. Will
take $1100 or best offer. Call
753-0502.
1972 CHEVROLET, 2-000R,
vinyl roof, little over 60,000
miles. Call 753.3761
1956 CHEVROLET PANEL:
van camper with all ac-
cessories Price $400. Call
437 4399 afier 6 pm.
1978 FORD BRONCO XLT,
new radial tires and white
spoke wheels, 15,000 miles,
'bxcellent condition. Must
sell! 436-2805
FOR SALE 1975 Delta 88
Olds, power steering, brakes,
radials. air 753 0935
1974 Buick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, must sell.
Coll after 5, 753-9964.
Will consider reasonable
offer, ,
JAGUAR, 1969, TYPE E.
excellent condition, not lust a
car; it's an investment.
Serious inquires only. Call
753-0187 for appointment.
1976 LEMANS SPORT
Coupe. Double power and
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex
cellent mileage, $1950. Phone
354-6217.
Home window cleaning, no job tocilarge
or small, reasonable rates, insured and




• Filter • Pump
• Stool bracing
• Sun dock
• Lily Pad Skimmer Great Savin9s ON 22 MODELS-• )leary Gauge Vinyl Liner
• Pool laddlir CALL Now!
Stake(502) 966-4258
• Safety Penc• Stake
out of town cal/ collect
'




Cot' 7 days .
0 week
1972 Chevy Impala in
good condition. Call
753-4964 after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford
pickup, 390 motor,
automatic, price $1100. Call
753-9957 after 6 pm. 
1964 FORD PICKUP truck,
$275. Waylon LeF ever, 210
- Sac-nett Street, Hazel.-
/1979 RENEGADE -C./7
JEEP, hard top, power
brakes, power steering, tilt
wheel, radio, carpet, V8
engine, 67900. Also a Soft top
to fit a CJ5, 625. Call 753-4330.
51. CAMPERS




engine, 250 hp. 9.1400. Call
753-6593.
FOR SALE: Nice 16'
Fiberglass Runabout, 75
horse Evinrude, and trailer.
Ready logo. 9.700. 753-4530.
HOUSEBOAT, 42 FOOT
Gibson, 1970 model, twin
Chrysler engines, Boston
Whaler 9 ft. dingy with
motor, -1977 model, new
radio, Hailer-Digital depth
finder, compass, barometer,
stereo tape system, 2 air
conditioners, completely
furnished, S21,900. Kenlake
Marina, slip number 61. See
or call Ross McBride, Slip
number 55. (502) 474-8818.
1963 JOHNSON 20 HP motor,
perfect condition. Call 753-
1664 or 753 1729.
1978 16' MARK TWAIN, 115
hp Mercury, low ride Paris





roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753
5167.
AIR COMPRESSORS and air
tools repaired. Sales, Parts,
and Service. 442.9396.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1 362-4895.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BAC K HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753 5808 or 753 5706
BUSHHOGGI NO,
BUILDING tear downs, lot
clearing Call 753 2418 bet
ween lam and 9 pm
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436






references, V ibra Vac steam




realistic prices. Call for free




and efficient service. Custom




steps, free estimates. 753
5476.
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas white rocked and




DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe, 4382510.
FOR YOUR garden breaking
and discing, call 753.6123.
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
rerpode_ting, also new homes
and commercial, call 753-
6123.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 






installed . per your
Specifications. Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimates
HOME REPAIRS, exterior
and interior painting, car
pentry work, small
masonary jobs, decks and
patios built, rooms paneled.
492 8615.
i WILL give guitar lessons in
my home. Call 753 3686.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating
Phone 73.1537. 
KEN'S LAWNMOWER








11664 after 5:30 p.m.
MOBILE HOME anchors
and underpinning,
aluminum, in 3 colors, and
fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio
awnings and aluminum
carports, single and double,
in colors. Phone 753-1873.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning Call 753 7203.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
lObs a speciality, also pat
ching and seal coating 753
1537. 
PAINTING, INTERIOR and
exterior, free estimates call
436 2437 after 8 pm 
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753 6763 or 753-4545
WILL HAUL anything that
will fit in pickup truck. 753
5857.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry.
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co , Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1442-7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753-2211 or 753-9600.
YARD. WORK. Paint, clean,
trees and. bushes trimmed, _
garbage removal. 759-1894.
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, $4.50 for S1.00
face. Kennedy halves 1965.69,
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
(901) 642-5118.
WANTED. FEMALE
roommate to share nice 2
bedroom, furnished apart







Ourself. A HOME IS A GOOD INVESTMENT'
800 N. 20th
LOOKS LIKE NEW...
Beautifully decorated, 3 large bedrooms,
large kitchen, family room and 11/2 baths.
Central 'neat and air, fireplace, and 2 car
carport. 2,210 sq. ft. Priced to sell in the
$40's.
801 N. 20th
753_6374 BUILT FOR LIVING...
This 3 bedroom, living room, TV room,
dining room, kitchen, utility room, great
room with fireplace, 21/2 baths and 2 car
garage. Heat pump, 18 x 28 greenhouse,




NEED TO SELL QUICKLY /
Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
"Chimney Sweeping












6 a m Midnight






Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
• 8 Pest Control
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Scenes From
- The Charity Ball
These pictures were taken from the Charit
y Ball held Saturday, June 2, at t
he Murray-Calloway
County Country Club. Tickets were $25 a coupl
e and proceeds went to the Murray-Calloway
 County
Comprehensive Care Center. Music was provid
ed to, the Common Wealth Band.
Staff Photos By Arlan Sanders
Deaths And Funerals
Elmer G. Brien Is
Dead At Age Of 82
The funeral for Elmer G.
Brien .of Benton Route 8, was
held Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Revv.
James Hale officiating. Burial
was in the Haltom Cemetery.
Mr. Brien, 82, died Sunday
at 1:05 a.m. at the Marshall
County Hospital, Benton. 
A
retired carpenter and a
veteran of World War I, he
was a member of Hardi
n
Baptist Church, American
Legion Post 85, Benton, the
DAV; T. L. Jefferson' 'Lodge
No. 622„ the Royal Arch
Masons, the Cornmandry,
Rizpah Temple, and the
Kentucky Historical Society.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Leonne Brien, Benton;
two sons, John L. Broien,
Danville, and James Buck )1
Brie9, Benton; one sister,
Mrs. Leota Williams, Benton
;
one brother, Oran Brien,
Jackson, Tenn.; five grand-






grandson of Mrs. Ethel Mit-
chuson of Murray, died
Saturday at 1:30 a.m. after
being shot twice with a rifle in
a parking lot at Hopkinsville.
He was 24 years of age and a
resident of 611 Park Avenue,
Hopkinsville.
Hopkinsville police officers
said Jones apparently stopped
at 1:20 a.m. Saturday in an
effort to stop an argument in
which he was not involved.
One of the two men arguing
apparently went to his t.er and
got the murder weapon, of-
ficials said.
Alvin Thatcher, 28, Prin-
ceton, has been charged with
murder, and Roger Glen
Gray. 22, POnceton, has been
charged with criminal
facilitation in the shooting,
according to Hopkinsville
officers.
Mr. Jones was an employee
n-- —et-- the Phelps-Dodge Plant,
Hopkinsville, and a member
of the Pleasant Hill Pen-
tecostal Church in Trigg
County. Born May 4, 1955, in
Trigg County, he is the son of
James Leslie Jones and
Juanita Cothran Jones, who
survive.
The deceased is survived by
his wife. Mrs. Jeannie Holland
Jones, and two daughters,
Heather Diane Jones and
Mindullian Lynn Jones,
Hopkinsville; his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James Leslie Jones,
one sister, Miss Bonnie Jones,
three brothers, Howard. Mike,
and Don Jones, and his
paternal grandmother, Mrs.
Eula Jones. _ail sif- Canton his
coalernal grandmother, Mrs..
Ethel Mitchuson,
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Modwin Funeral Home,
• Cadiz, with the Rev. Wesley
Hibbs .and the Rev. •Dick
Clifton officiating. Burial will





The funeral services for
Miss Hinda E. Scarbrough,
native of Calloway • County,____
were held Saturday at 10 a.m.
at the chapel of the McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
with the Rev. Woodward
Adams officiating. Burial was
in the Hillcrest Cemetery.
Miss Scarbrough, 75, Paris,
Tenn., died Thursday at the
Henry, County General
Hospital, Paris. She was a
retired employee of Kennedy
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.,
and of the Old Tyson &
Company, Paris.
Born May 19, 1904, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Charlie
Porter Scarbrough and Ada
Williams Scarbrough.
She is survived by four
sisters, Mrs. Larue Riley,
Louisville, and Misses Mabel,
Helen, and Mary Scarbrough,
all of Paris, Tenn.; two
brothers, Lee Scarbrough.
Memphis, Tenn., and Charlie
Scarbrough, Pine Bluff, Ark.;
several nieces and nephews.
Heather Arnold Is




Dies, Age Of 100
_ Mrs. Laura Childs Morris,
retired teacher , who
celebrated her 100th bi thday
on Nov. 2, 1978, died F at
1:30 a.m. at the Henry ty
General Hospital, Paris,
.Tenn.
Born in Calloway County in
18878, she began her teaching
career at Copyersville, where
she taught for a year. She
taught at Puryear for two
years and later at-Lee School,
Paris, for eight years. She
retired in 1946 at Atkins-
Porter School, Paris, after 20
years of service there.
Mrs. Morris was a member
of the Matinee Music Club and
of the choir at the First
Baptist. Church, Paris, Tenn.
She is survived by one son,
Mallory Morris, Memphis,
Tenn., and one grand-
daughter, Mrs. MArk O'Brien,
Pensacola, Fla.
Graveside services were
held Saturday at 11 a.m. at the
.Maplewood Cemetery, Paris,
Tenn., with the Rev. Carroll C.
Owen officiating.
Heather Jean Arnold, 3 year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Arnold, Jr. of Murray .
Route 2, died-Sunday at404-14C
a.m. while enroute to the
University of Kentucky
Hospital, Lexington.
The little girl Was
pronounced dead on arrival at
the Greenville Hospital, ac-
cording to Charles Preacher
Nelson, coroner for
Muhlenberg County. The little
girl had been ill since birth
and the coroner listed her
death as due to cardiac
pulmonary arrest.
Heather was born March 19,
1976, in Murray. and was the
daughter of John H. Arnold,
Jr., and Laura Ann Cox
Arnold.
Survivors include her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold,
Jr., and two sisters, Tammy
Sue Arnold. and Laura Lynn
Arnold, Murray Route 2;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Arnold. Sr., 910
Sycamore Street, Murray, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Cox, Benton
Route 9, and Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Cain, Murray Route 3; great
grandmothers, Mrs. Rose
Peck and Mrs. Ruby Tucker,
Benton; great great grand-
mother, Mts. Ed Pitt,
Paducah.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the
Bethany Baptist Church, New
Concord, with the Rev. Bob
Cilurtney officiating.
Pallbearers will be J. T.,
, Calvin, Kenneth, and Howard
Todd, all cousins.Burial wiM
follow in the Outland
Cemetery vOith the
arrangements by the .Max
Churchill Funeral Home




Funeral services for Mrs.
-Sam L. I'lemima ) Wilson ate
being held today at 3 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Lawson Williamson of
Dawson Springs officiating,
Hobart Gideon of Gilbertsville
as soloist, and Sandra Darnell
as organist. ,
Serving as pallbearers are
Charles Paschall, Charles
Huchens, Boyce Wilson,
Jimmy Dan Paschall, Dolphus
Wilson, and Clerris Wilson, all
nephews. Burial will follow in
the Paschall Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.
Mrs. Wilson, 811, Murray
Route 4, died ,Saturday at I
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was a
member of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church. Her husband
died Feb. 20, 19777, and one
brother. Henry Daniel
Paschall, died in January of
this year. Born April 1, 1898, in
Henry County, Tenn., she was
the daughter of the late K. D.




Pickard and Mrs. Rubin
James, Murray Route 7; two
sons, James Wilson, Paducah
Route 2, and Larry Wilson,
Gilbertsville Route 1; four
sisters, Mrs. Vinie Dixon and
Mrs. I,ucy Jackson, Hazel,
Mrs. Mary thitchens,
Puryear, Tenn., iind Mrs.
Pernesie Paschall, Route 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; one brother,
Roosevelt Paschall, Route 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; nine gran-






Houston of Dexter died
Friday. She was 41 years of
age.
Calloway County Coroner
Tommy Walker said the body
of Mrs. Houston was found in a
car parked at an abandoned
house just off Highway 94 East
Saturday about 10 a.m
Walker s9ici the car had been
observed' in the same place
about 5 p.m. Friday. The
death was ruled as a suicide
due to an overdose of
prescription medicine, ac-
cording to Coroner Walker,
Mrs. Honston was a
member of the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church, attended
Almo High School; and had
been employed at l.ynhurst
Resort for the past five years.
Born June 27. 1937, in
Calloway County. she was the
daughter of Mrs. Lyda Smith




Houston, one son, 'Danny
Houston, and two grand-
children, Celena -Dawn.
Houston and Jeffrey Charles
Houston, all of Murray Route
3; mother, Mrs. Lyda Overby.
stepfather, Elvis Overby.
sister, Mrs. Joyce Ann
Thorne, and half sister„ Mrs.
Wilma Green, all of Dexter:
step sister, Mrs.-Jo- FitoKrs
Morefield, Mayfield half_
brother, Dick Overby,
Murray; step brother, Tim
Overby, Orrville, Ohio.
The funeral will be he,1
Thesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev
Alvin York of Arlington (A.
ficiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organistandsoluit,.. -
Pallbearers will be Randy,
Donnie, Dwight, and Billy
Houston, Phillip Morris, and
Carl Butler. Burial will follow
in the Schroader Cemetery




OKLAHOMA CITY ( AP
A Los Angeles-bound
American Airlines Boeing dr
made an emergency stop from
nearly full takeoff speed when
two tires under its left wing
exploded and burst into
flames, authorities said.
Three of the 114 people
aboard Flight 119 were treated
for minor injuries suffered
during their evacuation down
the plane's emergency ( hutes
Sunday at Will Rogers, World
Airport.
Airport firefighters said
they put out "a- small fire"
following the accident.
Riley Fitzhugh, American's
district-manager, said the use
of the emergency chutes is a
standard procedure in such
nsta rites .
Airline officials had not
determined the cause of the
tire blowouts, he said.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
INTERNATIONAL
CZESTOCHOWA, Poland
AP) — Defying Eastern
Europe's Communist rulers
and their long campaign to
promote atheism, Pope John
Paul ll hailed the Roman
Catholics of the Soviet Bloc
nations for preserving their
faith and unity. It was a direct
challenge to Eastern Europe's
Communist governments,
telling them in effect that the
faith of more than 50 million
Roman Catholics in their
Countries was still strong
despite official harassment
and repressioit' of their
church.
NEW DELHI, India ( AP) —
Indian women leaders have
started campaigning against
the outlawed dowry system, a
tradition still practiced here
clitspite charges it results in
the muxcler of hundreds of
'young girls annually by
dissatisfied husbands and in-
laws.
"Women are not for bur-
rung." chanted 150 demon-
strators last weekend outside
the home of New Delhi family
Livestock Market
K) Al' - USDA -
Cattle 3000, slaughter steers I .116-2 00
lower, heifers 1 042 50 lower. sLiuglier
cows untested: bulls 3.004 00 lower,
calves and waxier, steady, feeders steady.
Slaughter steers choice 24 900-1250 68 10-
'70 ID, mixed good and choice 2-3 8504200 lb
96 10-69 80. good 2-36001451 lb 6270.6$ 00.
Slaughter heifers choice 2-4 870-1080 lb
67 00.7000, mixed good and choice 2-3
65 CO-67 03:
Slaughter cows utility 1-3 54 2549 75
Slaughter bulls 1230 lb 71 70; 121200.1570
lb 64-59421107.: -
Slaughter calves and vealers choice 145-
- 300 lb vealers 95 00-11200 choice 3
40-460 lb
calves 84 00-0000. feeder steers choice 285-
135 lb 113 013115 00, 350-400 lb 94 00-98 0
0
mixed good and choice 330.630 lb 65 0
0.
3600. 770-1110 lb 68 50-78 25 good 400450
lb 75 0045 00. heifers choice 
300-403 lb
r1 06-96 00, 000.600 lb 00 00-675
0 mixed
good and choice 325-525 lb 75 0046 CO,
 goad
400-715 lb 68 00.77 00,
Hogs Kn. barrows and gilts steady.
 1-2
210-235 lb 42 75.43 00, 190.250 lb 42 25-42 7
5,
33 215-255 lb 41 75.4225. 250-280 lb
 4050'
4175. sows 1 00-2 00 lower: 1-2 
300.475 lb
i3600, 475-720 lb 36 00-37 25. boars
over 300 lb 35 0636 25,
Sheep 25. untested
Hog Market
Federal-State Market Fi-ews 
Service
June 4.1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog 
Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
oeceints Art 657 Est 500 Barrows 
&
Gilts steady to 50 higher 
Stywrever+
geady to SI 00 lower
US 1.2 200-2101W_ $41.25-4
1 50 few 41 71 ,
US 2200-240 
$41 00.41.25





US 1-2 770-050 
lbs. 102 00-01 00
US 1-3 300450 lbs. 
01 00-3200





s  00 00-21.00
Boars $710 00-3700
Stock Market
Prices of stock 
of local interest at
noon. El7T, 
today. furnished to the
lodger & Times by
 First of Michigan
,
con) of Moray. 
are as follows





























accused. of fatally burning a.
young - !ride. The family
refused to come out and talk to
the protesters.
NATIONAL
NEW YORK (API —
Hundreds of anti-nuclear
demonstrators marched,
chanted and sang their way




Funeral services will be held
Wednesday for Jim Hutton,
the boyish-looking actor who
starred in a number of movies
and in the television series
"Ell, f Queen."
Hutton died Saturdar of
liver cancer at the age of 45,
about four weeks after being




Hutton, a -.-native of
Binghamton, N.Y., abandoned
a career in journalism and
turned to the stage, working
summer stock in Ivoryton,
Conn., for $12 a week.
. One of his first feature roles
came in the 1960 • Movie
"Where The Boys Are." His
last was in the Walt Disney
television movie "Sky Trap,"
which aired last month:
Hutton had appeared in
"Hellfighters" and "The
Green Berets" with John
Wayne.
to jail during worldwide
protests against atomic
energy. The protests were
generally peaceful, but a
woman was killed Sunday in
Spain when a policeman fired




NEW YORK (AP) —
Americans say they would cut
back on driving significantly if
the gasoline shortage were
real, but they remain over-
whelmingly convinced the
shortage is just a profit-
making ploy by the oil com-
panies, an Associated Press-
NBC News poll shows.
The special AP-NBC News
poll on energy matters in-
terviewed 800 adults across
the country by telephone May
29, after the Memorial Day
weekend.
NEW YORK : AP) —
"Sweeney Todd," a blood!
tale of revenge, and "Thi
Elephant Man," the poignan
story of a deformed youns
man, dominated Broadway':
Tony Awards as the bes
musical and best play of thi
1978-79 theater season
"Sweeney Todd" picked up Si,
more awards Sunday nighi
including a fourth Tony foi
Angela Lansbury as best
actress in a musical
WASH IN GTON
WASHINGTON ( A P
Tobacco company executives
are thumbing their noses at a
challenge from the federal
government's No. 1 healtb
official to spend $80 milhiojato
encourage -not --to, --
smoke. ,
The mfjor cigarette makers
maintain their 8800 million
advertising and promotion
budgets are not directed at




Due to a,t)pesetting mechanical error, the amount of
the scholarship by the .Hazel Woman's Club to Terry
Paschall was listed at $1000 instead of $100 in the caption
under the picture in Friday's edition of The Murray
Ledger & Times. -
In the June 2 Issue of The Murray Ledger and Times
that Gary Jones backed his dump truck into a hole at t
he
Purchase District Furniture Warehouse. The truck gave
way under loose pavement, causing it to fall in the hole.
The Murray ledger 8 Times tries to correct p
romptly any errors in
fact or clarity any misleading information
 appearing in news articles.
That is the purpose of this column. To r
eport an error or need for






gri; AlUltMI... tr="-'• -1. .40 -
Pizza a
12th & Chestnut Mon.-Fri. I
In Murray 10 a.m.-2 p.m. •.
1 One Cannon' per. party per visit at particip
ating Pizza Hut. .L rev wants offer good only on regular menu prices through May. 79
11.1 ill MI Ili III NM Ell MI MI MI MI
